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The Inside Line

y the time you get this issue, the
Annual General Meeting will
have taken place and I will have
finally made it to the birthplace of
Larry Fine. Yes, the AGM is taking
place near Philadelphia. I’ve heard
Philly is famous for a few other things,
but in my heart it is famous as the city
that produced the most under-appreciated Stooge of them all. (Of course,
I’m not including Curley Joe as a
Stooge because that would be heresy.)
Poor Larry never gets any respect. It’s
always Moe or Curley or even Shemp;
but Larry was brilliant.
Anyway, speaking of the meeting,
I think one of the topics will be how
this past year might well have been
the most successful in NAMGBR history. Bruce’s column touches on just a
few of the highlights of the past year
and in the last issue you saw how great
the financial status of the register is
– all in all, we’re doing great! However,
we still need to grow that membership. Please make it a point of taking
the past few issues of the MGB Driver to
your next local club meeting and show
them off. Show them the article in this
issue about how handy the Mutual Aid
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Directory/Service Recommendation
List can be and how we have some of
the most helpful members of any club,
anywhere – period! Don’t let NAMGBR
be a well-kept secret.
The next issue will be our annual
Tech Issue and I’ve got several good
tech pieces lined up – but I could use
some more. The deadline for the Jan/
Feb 2008 issue will be November 15.
While I’m at it, I might as well
give you the deadlines for all the
issues next year. The Mar/Apr deadline is Jan. 15; May/June is March 15;
July/August is May 15: Sept/Oct is July
15; and the Nov/Dec issue is Sept. 15.
Of course, as always – the earlier, the
better.

Robert
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ell, I cannot believe that
another year is ending at
the North American MGB
Register and we are just a few short
weeks away from starting 2008. As
chairman, it’s always fun to look back
over the last 12 months and gauge
our progress as an organization. We
had a number of milestones this year
marking 2007 as a banner year for
NAMGBR.

MGB Driver went full color

We are finishing up our first year
of printing the MGB Driver in full color.
Reaction has been better then we had
hoped. A number of you have stopped
me over the past few months and
commented how much better the Driver
looks in color.
As always, credit goes to the
dynamic duo of Robert Rushing and
Charles de Bourbon who put this
magazine together.

MG 2007

Our annual convention in Rohnert
Park, Calif., was the best West Coast
turnout in the history of NAMGBR. It
was really no surprise to anybody attending why this event was so popular
— the beautiful drive along the Pacific
Ocean, the scenic wine country with
curvy roads, and the enthusiastic
participants all made this an event to
remember. The MG Owners Club of
Northern California did an excellent
job of hosting the event.

John Thornley Spirit Award

We once again gave the John
Thornley Award to a very deserving
couple, Charles and Kim de Bourbon.
Charles’ work with the photography, layout, and advertising in the
Driver has been first rate. Kim has
been a very willing supporter of both
NAMGBR and the Keystone Region MG
Club, serving as the secretary, newsletter editor, and webmaster.
MGB DRIVER
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The Mutual Aid Directory had a
record number of contacts this year.
Both new and existing members are
stepping forward and offering their
help to stranded MG owners that break
down in neighborhood.

Membership and chapters

We have added a number of new
chapters to the NAMGBR family, in
locations such as Idaho and Delaware
with more on the way. Our membership is also up with an increase in
first-time members and a number of
returning members from years past
that are getting back in the fold.
Overall, 2007 will go down as
a very good year in the history of
NAMGBR. I am fortunate to be a part
of a great executive board at the North
American MGB Register and to have
some of the most enthusiastic and caring members any club could wish for.
Here’s to a successful 2008!
B Positive,

Bruce

On the Covers
On the front is Terry
Allen, Kintersville, Pa.
in his 1974 Glacier
White MGB.
On the back is Jai
Deegan’s MGB on
Route 66.
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Jenny and Jim Gietl in his ‘n’ her MGBs.
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F

irst, let me say that the last issue of
the MGB Driver was, in my opinion,
without doubt, the best that’s ever
been produced in the 17 years of the
Register’s existence. Many years ago
when I was the founding editor, I had
a vision of what the MGB enthusiasts
in this country deserved in the way
of a magazine. Under the direction of
Robert and Charles, I feel this has now
been achieved and I would like to take
this opportunity to congratulate them
on a marvelous achievement. Their
efforts have only served to increase
membership in the NAMGBR, I’m sure!
Well, quite a bit has happened
since we last put fingers to keyboard.
First, we had the superb MG 2007 convention up in Sonoma and then on to
Grand Rapids, where John Twist’s Summer Extravaganza was a real pleasurable experience. You can read a report
elsewhere in this issue, but the Limited
Edition owners turned out in force,
and it was a real pleasure to meet and
speak with them.
Now, how many of you spotted the
rare item for the MGB offered for sale
on eBay back in June? The optional
rear seat cushion for an MGB Roadster? Now, I must admit that I’d never
seen one before, in over 40 years of
owning MGBs, but there it was depicted together with its original BMC
box, and part numbered AHH 7007.
A lot of people said that it was a rear
seat for a GT, but after consulting with
my contacts in England, I can confirm
there really was this option offered until 1969, and this fact is still quoted in
the latest Moss Europe MGB catalog. I
don’t know what it finally sold for, but
the bidding was up to $56.67 plus $35
ground shipping when I finally gave
up looking at it!
Then, a query from Greece via
England. It seems that a lady was trying to import her U.S spec 1979 MGB
into Greece but the authorities would
not accept the pop riveted chassis plate
as proof of manufacture. They claimed
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Ken Smith
MGB Registrar
that all vehicles made in Great Britain
from 1979 had to have the chassis
number stamped into the car! Needless to say, the lady could find no such
number. My reply to the inquiry was
that from VIN # 502820, some cars
did have the number stamped into the
trunk floor on the right hand side looking forward. Most late Limited Edition
MGBs have this but it’s hard to find as
often it’s covered with tape. I’ll keep
you posted if I hear any more on this
lady’s predicament.
Speaking of Limited Edition MGBs,
great discussions took place on the
field at Twist’s as to exactly which
was the correct position for sitting the
luggage rack (which was part of the
L.E package) on the trunk lid. Should
the rack be placed in front of the trunk
badge or over the badge? It seemed
that some dealers just banged them
on anywhere. So here are a couple of
photos of the trunk racks – the correct
Photos provided by Ken smith

ell, it is hard to believe, but
another MG season is drawing to a close here in the east.
MG 2007 was fantastic — seems like
it just happened yesterday. What an
event! What a great job by the folks
Richard
from the MG Owners Club of Northern
Liddick
California and The Sorry Safari Club. Vice chairman
How about the photos of the convenNAMGBR
tion taken by Charles de Bourbon?
(Checkout NAMGBR’s website) Does he
ever stop snapping photographs? What
You may ask why I’m dropping all
a worker!
of these names. Well, each one of the
The Register has had a good year.
officers and register coordinators is a
Financially we have never been in better shape. We have added three new lo- volunteer. They do all of this because
they love the MG marque. None of us
cal chapters this year. They are Blount
would blow our own horn, but as you
British Cars Ltd of Maryville, Tenn.;
read this issue of the MGB Driver think
Brandywine British Chapter (BBC) of
about the people that help to make the
Wilmington, Del.; and The Idaho BritNorth American MGB Register the best
ish Car Club of Boise, Idaho.
national MGB, Midget, and 1100/1300
The MGB Driver is now all color,
organization going.
all of the time. We are very lucky to
Ask yourself, what can I do to
have Robert Rushing and Charles de
help? How can I make a difference?
Bourbon putting out such an excellent
What can I do for the Register? The anpublication. The MAD Directory went
swer is: go get a member, see if there is
out on time, thanks to Bruce Wyckoff’s
a position you would like to volunteer
efforts. We got a new supply of grille
to fill, and if your local club is not an
badges and the quality is superb. We
affiliated chapter, explain the benefits
need to thank Alan Magnuson for
of affiliation. If you need some help,
doing the legwork on getting these
please contact me and I will send you
manufactured. Membership is up and
the information.
we are moving forward, Jerome RosenIn closing, I want wish you all a
berger spends many hours each week
happy holiday season and I look forsending out renewal notices, memberward to seeing you at MG 2008.
ship packets, and fielding member
Safety Fast!
questions.

The MGB Registrar

Incorrect mount of a trunk rack.
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one is from a one-owner, original L.E,
the other is incorrect, and was probably replaced when the trunk lid was
repainted at some time.
Finally, time to shed a few tears!
After many years we reluctantly decided to part with the 1962 MGB which
we rescued from a warehouse in the
Central Valley of California. Many of
you will have seen this little Tartan
Red beauty at events across the country. It wasn’t for the money, but was a
case of too many cars, and not enough
time, (despite what Charles says, we’re
not getting any younger!) and she’ll
be able to have a brand new life with
Ron & Jeri Jarosz down there in South
Carolina. If your editor will indulge
me, here is a shot as we finally parted

Ralph Yingling...................................1973 MGB
Tom Osborn............................... 1969 MGB/GT
Mark Malarin.....................................1975 MGB
Lee Otterness.............................1974 MGB/GT
Jesse Robinson................................1970 MGB
Cole LeMaster..........................1980 MGB L.E.
Graham Cooper............................... 1969 MGB
James Twist......................................1977 MGB
Steve Klotz........................................1974 MGB
Dave Wittmer..............................1980 MGB LE
Mac Townsend...........................................MGB
Deborah Zylstra................................1977 MGB
Peter Lamb.......................................1977 MGB
Dean Crandall...................................1970 MGB
Daniel Kangley..................................1974 MGB
Don Jenkins......................................1979 MGB
Howard Roberts................................1971 MGB
Garry Good................... 1967 MGB/GT Special
William Weeks................................. 1968 MGB
Ron & Jeru Jarosz............................1962 MGB
Scott & Nancy Jelly...........................1973 MGB
Herb Smith........................................1977 MGB
Robert Stafford...........................1980 MGB LE
Vincent Pina.................. 1967 MGB/GT Special

Ken

V8 Registrar
2007 British V8 Meet
Photos provided by British V8 Newslet ter

Photos provided by ken smith

The correct mount of a trunk rack.

company. (Sob!)
Stop the press! Attention Limited
Edition owners — Moss Motors now
stocks the Limited Edition wheel nuts
in chrome finish, Part # 462-750!
Also Peter Dhama is looking for
the 1979 LE he sold back in 1993. It’s
one of the Canadian numbered ones,
#233 of 250, and he thinks it’s hiding
out in Illinois or Michigan. Any information welcomed!
Till next time – and do have a safe
holiday season!
And now, the new registrations
received. Welcome!

C

o-sponsored by the Modified
Register of NAMGBR and the
British V8 Newsletter, the 11th
annual British V8 meet was held in
Willoughby, Ohio, Aug. 1-4. While not
the record turnout of last year, attendance was still a respectable 62 entries.
What we lack in numbers, we more
than make up for in enthusiasm. You’ll
never see a happier, or more enthusiastic, bunch of car nuts anywhere.
Modifications are, for the most
part, about speed, so we started off the
meet with an exercise in speed – several hot laps around Nelson Ledges
race course. These are not trailer
queens, as we had 20 cars on the track,
with the owners driving the wheels
off them. Luckily, everyone stayed on
course, with no accidents. Hard driving can really work up an appetite, so
we closed out the day with a beer and
pizza party in the motel parking lot,

Dan Masters
V8 Registrar
courtesy of Fast Cars, Inc, and Advance Auto-Wire.
Friday morning started off with
another exercise in speed, this time an
autocross in the high school parking
lot near the motel. Once again, there
was a large turnout, with lots of tire
squealing, noise, and smoke. These
cars are meant to be driven, and these
were driven – hard!
After the autocross, it was back to
the motel for a few tech sessions, followed by a caravan to a local winery
for dinner. Back at the motel after
dinner, another parking lot party/BS
session was well attended, with refreshments provided by D&D Fabrications.
Unfortunately, our grandson had to
be back in Atlanta to start school on
Monday, so we had to leave Friday
right after the last tech session, missing the rest of the event, very much
regrettably. From all reports, however,
the dinner and the parking lot bash
were both great successes, and enjoyed
heartily by all.

Ken Smith’s 1962 MGB leaves for South Carolina. Saying goodbye is never easy.
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2007 V8 Meet

That’s because there wasn’t one. At
these events, the “show” consists of
walking around the parking lot, admiring the handiwork of others, and
swapping how-to information. There
are no shows, and no awards. The only
“awards” given are the appreciation
of your handiwork by your peers. And,
after all, that’s the best award you can
get.
For a full report on the event,
check out the current issue of the
British V8 Newsletter at www.britishv8.
org. Next year’s event will be held in
Wisconsin, in July, so start making
plans to attend now. Details will be announced in an upcoming edition of the
MGB Driver, as well as on the newsletter
web site.

By Robert Rushing, Editor

W

hile at the University Motors
Summer Party in August, I
ran into Jim Danielson who
showed me this great poster that he
had made. Over the past three years,
he has been busy photographing
MGB grills. Some of these photos were
taken at previous Summer Parties, the
Heartland MG Show in Kansas City;
the Colorado Conclave in Denver; and
at MG 2006 in Gatlinburg, Tenn.
There are around 124 cars pictured in the poster (mine being one of
them). The idea came to him from the
fact that many people believe MGBs
10
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Photos provided by robert rushing,editor

Photos provided by British V8 Newslet ter

Things slowed a bit on Saturday,
with valve cover races and weigh-ins.
Slowed, that is, until just before the
banquet, when the British V8 Newsletter
founder and our spiritual leader Kurt
Schley and his lovely bride Sue Hunter
tied the knot in front of a crowd of
diehard gear heads. Following the banquet, Kurt and Sue sponsored another
parking lot bash.
Liberally scattered throughout the
event were various tech sessions, on
subjects ranging from digital photography to suspension setups to powder
coating. It has been said before, but
it’s worth repeating: there is no better
way to learn about modifying MG cars
than by attending one of these events.
You’ll notice that there was no
mention in this report of a car show.

MG Poster

are all alike; but he
found that, in fact,
every one is different. Looking at the
photos on the poster,
you quickly see that
he is right. Besides
the obvious like grill
badges, car color,
license plates, and
grill type; the cars
show a remarkable
number of differences
in fitment of fog
lamps, gaps, badge
bars, modifications,
etc. It’s very interesting to see.
Jim even included a little photo
puzzle in the poster
and quizzes people
who see it on three
questions: 1) Find
a car that appears
twice; 2) Find a car
that is not a “B”;
and 3) What color is
“MG?” Granted, the
photo of the poster
here is way too small
to figure out questions 1 and 2, but
you might be able to
figure out 3 if you look very closely…
The photo has been entered into
two car show contests – the 2007
Heartland Regional and the 2007 All
British in Carthage, Missouri – and
won first both times. He says that he
has been asked frequently from fellow enthusiasts on how they can get
copies. He has found a place that will
produce it for him in poster size (16”
x 20”). He can get them done for $35,
which includes shipping. Interested
folks can call him at (402) 464-3733,
e-mail at jdanielson2003@yahoo.com,
or write to write to Jim Danielson at
1310 Idylwild Dr., Lincoln, NE 685032040.
11

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I have just read Ken Smith’s letter to
the editor and felt that a reply was warranted. Ken obviously is of the opinion that
unless the owners of the MG name are on
his approved short list, then they shouldn’t
be able to use it.
I own a MG restoration shop and
have also been a long-time MG advocate.
However, it is my opinion that unless we
can keep the MG name alive, soon, there
won’t be anything to advocate for. Most
young adults growing up today have no
idea what an MG is and I was very encouraged when word of MG’s rebirth came out.
To imagine, MG being built in America as
well as England and China... OK, so it was
a little premature, but it was a rush for a
while. The bottom line is that MGs coming
out of England and China is better than
no MG at all. I am sure the forces in China
know what it would mean to their bottom
line to have a MG line of cars sold in the
United States, where they would have an
already ravenous customer base.
I hope the American MG “traditionalists” won’t throw the baby out with the
bath water. In order to have any future at
all, we must keep the MG name alive and
in production.
— Ron Redding, 5R Restorations
Robert,
In reply to Ken Smith’s letter in the
September/October issue of your excellent
publication, may I offer a few observations? I wrote the article that he feels
was/is unsuitable for the MGB Driver in the
interests of what the future may hold for
the marque, not in any way a statement of
joy or pleasure that once again MG has a
new owner. Like Ken, I am truly saddened
by the fact that the future of MG now rests
somewhere in Asia, but at least it still does
have a future.
If Ken feels he is an old curmudgeon
I can certainly claim to be an ancient
one. I was born in Abingdon around the
same time that the first MG rolled out of
the factory with a father who was one of
the first MG employees back in 1930. As
long as I can remember, the name MG has
12
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been associated with pride, pleasure, and
of course enjoyment. With the exception
of a Tickford, I think I have owned and
certainly driven every MG that Abingdon
produced. In short, I am a MG man in
every sense of the word.
However, I do not agree that MG
publications should simply be confined to
vehicles that are antique! Yes, the MGB
became a historic vehicle when it celebrated its 25th birthday and the last original
MGB rolled out of the factory in the spring
of 1980 (and even then it was almost 18
years old in both design and performance).
Even if we never see another MG on the
roads of America, surely we should be permitted to observe whatever the future may
hold for its future. Do we simply close our
eyes to the fact that maybe, just maybe, a
new breed of MG may once again emerge
from Longbridge? Did we do this when
BMW took control? Speaking for myself
the answer was certainly ‘no.’ I was both
interested and pleased that a new MG
would once again be seen on the world’s
highway even if they were not American. I
visited Longbridge a few weeks ago and it
was a pleasure to see the MG banner once
again flying.
The MG Owners Club in the UK who
have in excess of 45,000 members announced that they will become a dealership for the Chinese MG production in the
UK.
So who knows, we may even live long
enough to see a new MG pass us in the
highway as we drive our antique MGB or
whatever. I sincerely hope so.
— Geoff Wheatley  
Thanks for your thoughts, Ron and
Geoff! Knowing Ken like I do, I know
that his opinion is mostly derived from
frustration. So many promises have
been made and broken over the years
that it is easy to be pessimistic about
this new venture. With China’s recent
quality control issues, the outlook
and prospect of a Chinese-made MG
can seem nightmarish. However,
NAC has started an agreement with
SAIC (Shanghai Automotive) to merge
13
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operations. SAIC is the largest automobile manufacturer in China while
NAC is the oldest. It is my hope that
they are able to revive the marque and
will continue allow the UK-side of the
business to control the engineering
and styling. If they truly commit themselves to building a quality automobile
and will stand behind it, then the two
together should create a company with
more than enough resources to make
MG a player on the world stage.
NAMGBR has committed to be
here for newer MG models if they are
ever reintroduced to North America.
We also believe, as you do, that it is
always better to own a car from a living marque than an orphaned one.
Just seeing what BMW did to revive
the MINI makes you wonder about
the possibilities of what might happen
with our beloved MG.
Dear MGB Driver,
I was reading the excellent magazine’s latest issue, and noticed what can
only have been a typo, on Page 55. Cecil
Kimber died in 1945, not 1941. Nit picking, I know!
— Mike Thomason #144
DOH! People have been burned
at the stake over things more minor
than that! That’s a pretty big mistake
to make and I can’t believe I didn’t
catch that one. To rub salt in my own
wounds, the error was mine and not
Mr. Knowles’, so I can’t even get out of
it by blaming him.
Robert,
We really enjoyed the Sept/Oct issue
of the Driver and got a big laugh out of
your article with its typo. We can’t WANT
to read the next issue. Want/wait, hey, it’s
only one little letter.
Thanks for the best laugh we have
had in a while. —Steve Olson
See what kind of editor you folks
hired? I’m truly amazed that each issue even makes it to the printer. Well,
at least I’m worth what I get paid.
14
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Robert,
Just a quick note to say that this last
issue of MGB Driver was terrific and the
photo essay by the de Bourbons one of
the nicest I have ever seen in any Brit-car
publication.
I also wanted to let you know that you
should pull my ad for the steering wheel,
as I have found a very nice replacement. I
thank you for posting it all this time, and
if you know of anyone looking for one, I
would suggest they talk to Joe Curto, as he
has one that is rather unique that he told
me about just a couple days ago.
Hope your summer hasn’t been too
wilting, our July sure was here.  
Cheers — Bob Muenchausen
Robert,
Great issue of MGB Driver with its
coverage of MG 2007, but I do have to
wonder why all the photos of the concours
cars (cover, pages 42-43) show all of them
with their hoods (bonnets) open. It appears that they are all looking for engine
trouble. Seriously, these cars are most
attractive with the hoods closed and in
profile, or in a three-quarters view. Just my
opinion. —Richard Fritz, Longmont, Colo.
Richard, the main reason they
were featured that way is because the
engine bay is a major scoring area for
a concours, so we showed the cars with
their engine bays open like that to
showcase how clean and detailed they
were on the cars. I agree with you that
the cars a lot more attractive with the
bonnet down!
Hello, Robert,
My name is Hiram Kelley #11-4764.
I’m the editor of our chapter newsletter
here in Oklahoma City, Okla. Don Peery
is our chapter president and it would be
great if I could have a copy of the picture
with him receiving his Top Point Concours
award shown on Page #44 of the Sept/Oct
Driver. Don is a very quiet kind of guy
– doesn’t blow his own horn, if you know
what I mean – so a picture of him receiving his award would be a great addition
to our newsletter. Of course I would give
credit to the Driver for the picture.
Regards, —Hiram Kelley
Editor, MG Car Club of Oklahoma
15
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Hiram, I asked Charles de Bourbon to
forward that picture to you. I’m glad
you guys are honoring Don for his
achievement!
Hi Robert,
Great job with the Driver! I especially enjoy the tech articles, and the “what
does it fit” pieces showing the application
of parts to different years of Bs.
Would you please forward this email
to Bill Fortenberry. I didn’t see any contact
info for him in the magazine.
“Hi Bill,
I just read your latest Chronicle in
MGB Driver, and the very last sentence
prompted me to write. I’ve spent several
years now as a Speed Channel commentator on classic car auctions and events,

and I see certain trends develop with the
cars that roll up on the block. If preserving
your car’s value is a consideration for you,
I’d strongly suggest:

MG Memories

1) Avoid modern two-stage base coat/
clear coat paint. It does not look right on
our cars, and can be instantly spotted as
too “new looking.”
2) Stay within the original MG color
range. Your Tartan Red, when properly
applied and polished, is a great red, as is
Corvette Torch Red. Porsche Guards Red
is a bit orangey. By staying with Tartan,
you’ll always have a car that will stand as
“original,” and will match the Heritage
Certificate that you or a future owner
may wish to purchase. Cars with popular,
original colors do tend to hold their value
better.
I enjoyed reading about your project,
hope it’s going well.
Thanks — Mike Joy”

By Andy Russell
From the MGB Experience bulletin board

Photo provided by Jai Deegan
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Jai Deegan’s MGB at the exotic sculpture, “Car Henge”.
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find it interesting how many people
have fond memories of MGBs. I hear
a new story from a stranger almost
every time I have one of the cars out
on the road. All the stories are about
an MG owned in younger days or a
memory of a family member who had
a B at one time or another. There is
usually a bit of emotion that rises to
the surface as their story is told. For
most of these people the chain was
broken somewhere along the way and
there is no longer a solid connection to
the MG in their current situation. Seeing a B pull up is all that is required to
get them talking.
Hearing similar stories again and
again got me thinking about the three
MGBs I currently own. Were they all
someone’s favorite car for some time in
their history? How many people have
ties to the Bs that I now drive?
Of the three Bs I have, only one
really matters to me. The other two
are great cars, and I enjoy them
thoroughly, but they can be replaced
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and probably will be over the years. I
actually like the thought of them moving on and helping to make memories
for someone else. On the other hand,
my 1966 roadster is the car that I will
have until the day they put me in the
ground. Here is my MG story.
The ’66 British Racing Green
roadster was my dad’s car. He was the
original owner. He purchased it new
off a lot in Canada and I still have the
original bill of sale. Dad bought the
car in 1966 at the age of 26. I didn’t
arrive until 1973, so this car figured
heavily in my dad’s life before I came
on the scene. My mom tells stories of
my dad obsessing and fixating on the
car before and after the purchase.
My dad absolutely loved this car.
Mom says every nick, door ding, and
scratch was a huge concern and worry
that my dad would be sick about for
days. The car was rear-ended at one
time. The overrider and rear panel
were never repaired. My mom still
has the check from the settlement to
pay for the repairs. The repairs never
happened because my dad never found
someone that he thought would do
17
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the job right. He looked around for a
while, but I guess life got busy and this
became one more thing that would
need to be attended to later. This was
the state of things before I came along.
As I was growing up, the MG
caught my attention early. Not because
of its physical properties, as I had no
appreciation for automobiles until later in life, but because it was something
that was uniquely my dad’s. I grew up
in “our” house, lived with “my” family,
and watched “my” parents go about
doing their things that contributed to
the family as a whole.
However, the MG was a separate
entity. My mom had no ties or appreciation for it other than she recognized
the fact that it made my father happy.
To her the B was just a noisy “wee
car” that my dad liked to tinker with.
She didn’t particularly like riding in it
as it was so low to the ground and so
loud that you “couldnae hear yourself
think.”
I guess the B was the first thing
that allowed me to see that at one time
my dad had pursuits that were uniquely his own. I didn’t realize that my dad
had other things going on other than
work and his family until I started to
notice how the B figured into his life.
The B was his daily driver for
years. Hearing it start up in the morning signalled he was heading to work.
I would lie in bed and listen as the
exhaust note trailed off when the car
was a few streets away. On particularly
quiet mornings, I could still hear the
car leave the stop light that was a good
ways down the road. The evenings
were much the same in that I knew
dad was coming home as soon as I
heard that distinct exhaust off in the
distance.
As life got busy, the B suffered
a bit. Maintenance was postponed,
the wire wheels suffered the territory
markings of the cats, and the paint
suffered at their claws. When my dad
changed jobs, the B took up residence under a canvas car cover in the
18

garage. Every so often I would see my
dad lift up the cover and express true
dismay at the state of things. The cats
were cursed and it was vowed that one
day the B would be back on the road.
It took years for that day to come.
I almost forgot that the B existed as
my dad had not mentioned it for quite
a while. Dad changed jobs again
and would soon be driving to work. I
remember when he decided that the
B would again be his daily means of
transport.
It really wasn’t a pleasant time
as my dad had to confront the neglect that the car had suffered. It was
readily apparent that the car would
never be what it once was, but I don’t
think my dad’s appreciation for it ever
waned. It was only his dedication to it
that ebbed. I think he felt guilty and
a bit disappointed with himself. This
was understandable with all the other
things that go on in life. Of course, it
would be years before I truly understood how busy life can get and how
things lose their shine and no longer
figure prominently.
So getting the B back on the road
became my father’s focus. The Moss
catalogs arrived and the shop manuals
were opened each evening as my dad
sat in the recliner in the family room.
I distinctly remember the new parts
showing up and my dad showing them
off and telling us about them. A new
steering wheel, shift lever, gear shift
knob, locking gas cap, and seat covers
were the things I could recognize. I had
no clue what the other things were, as I
had yet to turn a wrench on a vehicle.
My mechanical expertise at this time
covered mountain bike maintenance
and fishing reel repair.
Gradually the parts went on and
the B came back to life. My dad had
has his car back on the road. New
Pirelli tires were purchased as well as
an Ansa exhaust (I still have a handwritten receipt for the exhaust from
Shadetree Motors). My dad absolutely
loved that exhaust system. He installed
it himself.
We went for rides around the block
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on several weekends as things were
getting buttoned up. My dad offered
to run errands for my mother, sister,
and me. Anything that would provide
an excuse for the B to be driven was
offered up. In case any of you are
wondering, it is possible to get three
people, 16 soccer balls, and a large
Igloo cooler into a MGB.
The B stayed on the road for quite
a while. My dad drove it every day.
Somewhere in between our comings
and goings, I began to carve out the
path that my life would take. It originally appeared vastly different from
the one my dad followed (although,
now that I am 33 years into it, some
similarities are starting to emerge).
Dad realized I was growing up and
that in a few years I would be completely immersed in my own life. I was
old enough to now realize that the
MG was distinctly cool. I also realized
that this cool thing was uniquely my
father’s pursuit. I always liked the B,
but I had yet to appreciate what it did
for my father. I heard on several occasions “that one day the MG will be
yours.”
I honestly never gave much
though to those words even though
I heard them several times over the
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years. The B was my dad’s car. It would
always be his car. In the early ’90s the
B was taken off the road again. I think
the fuel pump went out and the front
suspension and front brakes were shot.
It sat like this for years. The cats again
got to the wheels, paint, and interior.
After a few years of this, the B looked
sorrier than ever.
As my dad approached retirement,
he began to talk about getting the B
back on the road. He was looking forward to the work. The neglect the B endured was registering as guilt when my
father spoke about the work he needed
to do to the car. The Moss catalogs and
service manuals were again making
appearances.
Dad was two months shy of retirement when I got the call that he had a
massive heart attack at work. He was
dead within an hour.
Over the next weeks and months,
my family and I went through the
ritual of packing things up and compartmentalizing my father’s life. Everything seemed to find a place except
for the B. It resided under the canvas
cover in the garage and was doubling
as storage space for an assortment of
non-MG related items. The B was a
mess.
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Going Above and Beyond

By Mike Cook

Photos provided by mike cook

It was all too apparent that the
non-running MGB was now mine. I
had no clue what to do with it. I lived
hundreds of miles away and was flogging myself senseless with my job. LBC
rehab was not part of my plan. However, getting the B back to my home
needed to be done. My dad had wanted
it to be mine, and long distance ownership didn’t seem right. So, I threw a
bunch of money at the car and limped
it home through Yosemite and over the
Sierras in late fall about a year after
my father’s death.
That drive home was pivotal.
When I turned it over the first time
it was the same sound I had always
heard when my dad spurred the B to
life years before. This time I was behind the wheel. I was distinctly aware
that I was turning my father’s steering
wheel and that my hand was on the
shifter knob that he had put through
the gears. As I pulled out of the driveway, my mom remarked again on how
much dad loved that noisy “wee car.”
Knowing what I know now, I was
lucky to get the B home. It drove, but
really wasn’t road worthy. It was safe

enough, but the long to-do list was
now my responsibility. It would be accurate to classify the next few months
with the B along the lines of an obsessive-compulsive disorder. I stayed up
late wrenching, and woke up early to
go driving. I used any excuse to get
behind the wheel. I drove my girlfriend
nuts and still do with my insistence on
using the B for errands and shopping
trips when any sane person would
have taken a vehicle with more storage
room.
Although I am now 33, I am far
from grown up. I am still rash and
impulsive, but the arena for such behavior shrinks as the days go by. I now
have responsibilities that I never would
have imagined. Mortgages, employees,
a business to run, and wonderful
person to live my life with are all part
of the picture. I have finally realized
why a few miles in the B each day were
so important to my dad at different
times in his life.
So there you have the history and
some of the memories associated with
a 1966 MGB roadster. I guess I am like
most people who have spent some time
around a B in that there is a story to be
told that goes far beyond the car.

M

y wife Sue, I, and the Silver
Lady set out on Tuesday, July
10th and headed west towards
California, the object – to attend
MG2007. All did not go well and on
the second day out the gearbox selector arm broke, which meant that the
gearbox was stuck between 4th & 5th
and we could not move. What follows
really explains the instant friendship
between LBC owners.
Our problem actually started
fifteen miles south of Omaha on I-29,
and we were going nowhere! Our cell
phone had trouble picking up a signal.
Oh and by the way, the temp was just
below 100 degrees. We gradually
started to marinate in our own sweat.
Not what Sue and I had planned. With
the help of a friendly DOT worker who
used his “squawk box” to contact base,
thirty minutes later the cavalry arrived
over the hill in the form of a flat bed
tow truck. All I could think of at this
time was a U-Haul and a trailer and
the slow drive back to Atlanta. The Silver Lady was loaded and transported
to a Holiday Inn Express; I mention the
hotel because even now I smile when I
see their commercial.
With the help of the MAD Directory “Blue Book” we tried to contact
local NAMGBR members, eventually
a phone was answered and a rather
surprised voice asked what I wanted
to do, I explained the problem, within
forty minutes Brian Goldsmith had
arrived with his trailer. I always knew
that there was camaraderie between
LBC owners; but, believe me the people
that helped me went way beyond the
norm. The people concerned are members of the Flatwater Austin Healey
Club out of Omaha, but these guys all
have MGs some have A’s and some
have B’s. Brian Goldsmith turned out
to be the ringleader. While we were
in the hotel parking lot another club
member, Bruce Cratty, turned up. We
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Stopped on I-29. Not the happy camper.

Engine & gearbox extraction.
stood and looked and eventually came
up with how we could push the car
onto the trailer. This turned out to be
easier than we had first thought. After
we tied the Silver Lady down we set off
to Brian’s home.
Brian has a great work shop.
Inside he has A’s and B’s in all states of
restoration. We pushed the car off the
trailer and came to the conclusion that
the engine had to come out and the
gearbox repaired before we could go
anywhere. So we started dismantling
anything and everything, not long
after we started, Bruce Cratty arrived
at the shop ready to help again. The
word had obviously gotten around
because not long after that, Devon
Runyun arrived.
It was amazing! Within no time
the 4-liter V8 engine and transmission were out and separated. It was
as though I had my own NASCAR pit
crew. At this point I was not looking
forward to taking the gearbox apart
and assessing the damaged and then,
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2007 Heritage Classic Show

Photos provided by Bob & marie sherman

if possible, rebuilding. Brian then appeared and said that he had tracked
down a TR7 5-speed gearbox! I am still
in awe that he could find what must
have been the only spare “box” in the
whole state; he even bartered an agreeable price and a deal was made. While
all this was going on Jane (Brian’s
wife), Judy (Bruce’s wife), and Sue were
inside the house talking (I think some
wine may have been consumed as
well…).
As we were finished for the night,
Bruce and Judy taxied us back to the
hotel. It had been agreed that Brian
would pick us up at approximately
8.00am the next morning and we
would go to collect the gearbox. Brian
arrived at the designated time and as
we were loading our belongings into
the bed of his truck, there was the
gearbox! Brian had collected it that
morning!
Back at “base” we checked it over,
it was obvious that the box had not
been used for a l-o-n-g time because
as we removed the drain plug and
drained out the oil all seemed well un-

til near the end when rusty water started to appear, but it did move through
the gears OK. We then started putting
everything back together again. About
five hours later, the engine was in and
all the “bits and bobs” were attached.
We both got in the Silver Lady; the
time had come, after what we had all
gone through in the last 24-hours I
cannot describe. Firstly, the apprehension and then the relief that I had at
that precise moment, when she moved
out of the workshop and took it down
the road for a “test drive”.
I must mention Jane, Brian’s wife,
all the time that we were both working on the car, Jane took Sue under her
wing and did what all women seem to
do – they went shopping. As regards
to our trek to MG2007, Sue and I were
now a day behind schedule and that
evening we set off and covered about
120 miles to Sioux City. Next day, as
Willy Nelson would say we were “On
the Road Again”, covering 941 miles.
A big THANK YOU does not seem
enough, Brian and friends saved our
vacation if there was a Hall of Fame
for nice people then Brian and Jane,
would be the first inductees. Thanks
again to you both.

Bob & Marie Sherman’s, now famous touring MGB.
By Bob& Marie Sherman,
Willamette MG Club
& Canadian Classic MG Club

E

very year, the Canadian Classic
MG Club and the Canadian XK
Jaguar Register holds the “Heritage Classic” in mid-August. It is a
three-day event, commencing with
a welcome dinner Friday evening.
Saturday consists of the MG/Jaguar
car show at Waterfront Park, in North
Vancouver. This show features members’ cars in various classes.
The Jaguars are rated according
to strict criteria by specially qualified
judges, since points in the Jaguar Clubs
of North America can be earned. MGs
are judged by entrants, according to
criteria established by the person in
charge of MG judging. In the evening
there is an awards banquet at a fine
local restaurant. The Heritage Classic
is concluded on Sunday with a slalom
race event and awards brunch.
The weather forecast for the event
this year was not promising. However,
we were fortunate in that we had no
rain during the car show. The overcast
sky actually made for a comfortable
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day. Sunday’s slalom nearly was cancelled after heavy downpours. However, a pre-arranged brunch was already
on the schedule. Amazingly, the sky
began to clear and we were able to
work with the brunch location to fine
tune the schedule. The slalom was run
with all the competitors enjoying a dry
course and an opportunity to practice
their skills at handling their cars.
Cancellation of the Black Otter
Hill Climb allowed us to once again
participate in this event. We were
able to visit again with our Canadian
friends who always make us welcome.
(Although we live in Oregon, we’ve
been members of the CCMGC/CXKJR
for years.) In fact, one couple was
displaying a collector-quality 1930
MG. Marie noticed the female part of
the couple looked familiar. It turns out
they attended Burnaby High School
together!
Heritage is really a more enjoyable
event, to us, than the huge field meets.
There were about seventy cars, which
is a nice size. If you ever have room on
your calendar for a mid-August event
in British Columbia, we would encourage attendance at Heritage.
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By Keli Gwyn
Sacramento Valley MG Car Club

I

s your club newsletter ho-hum? Do
you have trouble getting information and articles to include in each
issue? We did, but our 2007 club president, Jim Perell, found one way to spice
up our monthly MG Type newsletter
and draw attention to the great people
in our club all at the same time.
How did he do it, you ask? He
conceived of a new column – the Member Profile. Being a people person,
he knows how important it is that we
members connect and learn about one
another. He also knows a great deal
about those in the club.
On the evening of his first meeting
as prez, he approached a rather shy,
retiring member whom he knows enjoys writing. This person had recently
begun attending the meetings with
24

Roy and Tammy Amburgey, profiled in the
August 2007 issue of the
MG Type, went on their
first date – a three hour
drive in his smoking, oilburning MGA – nineteen
years ago, which led to
eighteen years of  marriage, three children, and
two British Cars.

her husband and hadn’t
really found a way to get
involved in the club since
she isn’t fluent in MG-ese,
can’t tell the difference
between a TC and a TD
(shudder), and thinks an
SU is the student union
on a university campus.
That conversation
led to the addition of a
monthly Member Profile column in our club
newsletter. The president
is happy, the editor is
ecstatic, and the members are heard to say that this article
is one of their favorites. The most
remarkable part is that the columnist
has discovered that there are some
amazing people in our club, and she
actually gets excited to hear the stories
people share about their lives and their
cars. I mean, isn’t it cool to think that
a first date in a smoking, oil-burning
MGA led to one couple’s wonderful
marriage, three great children, and the
addition of yet another British car in
the family?
It takes a minimal time commitment of about two hours a month to
gather the information, write, edit, and
submit the article – time well spent!
The process is streamlined by having
a standard format for the article and
a set of questions to ask the member
being profiled. Select the member a
month or two in advance so you have
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ample time to connect and to secure a
digital photo. Then e-mail the following list of questions (or call to set up
a phone interview if they don’t have
e-mail,) being sure to give a clearly
stated deadline for the reply.

Here are some sample questions:

Where were you born/raised?
Feel free to include any fun anecdotes
or insights.
Are you/were you married?
If so, how long? If currently married,
please include spouse’s name. Any fun
story of your meeting?
Do you have children?
If so, please list their first names,
where they live, if they’re married, and
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if you have any grandchildren (and
which child’s they are.)
What is/has been your primary career
focus, i.e.: what industry/line of work? Are
you currently employed?
Other than British sports cars, what
are your hobbies and interests?
How did you get involved in them?
What was your first car?
Any special story behind it?
What was your first MG?
Model?
Color?
Any special stories about its acquisition, major trips? When did you get
it and how long did you own/have you
owned it?
What MG(s) do you currently own?
Model(s)? Color(s)? Any special stories
about acquisition, major trips? When did
you get it/them and how long have you
owned it/them?
How long have you been involved in
the Club?
What positions have you/do you hold?
What events have you coordinated that
stand out to you and why?
What’s the best thing(s) about
being in the Club? Do you have a
favorite event you’ve been on?
Anything else you would like to share?
Once you have the answers to
these questions, you have the material
needed to write an informative and
fun member profile with very little effort. Simply include the basic facts and
choose the most interesting stories to
share in order to fill the allotted space.
I highly recommend adding a
Member Profile to your club newsletter
because, in case you haven’t guessed,
I’m the person Jim Perell asked to write
ours. I’ve begun to feel like a member
of the club, enjoy attending the meetings, and am actually developing a
genuine interest in what I used to consider my husband’s hobby. I recently
asked for and got a lesson in how his
’68 MGB’s SU carburetors work!
To view recent member profiles
in the Sacramento Valley MG Car
Club’s newsletter, the MG Type, and
see examples visit http://www.svmgcc.
org/news.htm and click on an issue
from February 2007 to the present.
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Junk under the hood.

From this angle we couldn’t tell who they
are or what junk they’re looking at.

By Ron Shimek
Capital City MG Club

ing sand from blowing out and use
it like that. He did, then, pressed the
button and it went “pssst” but it didn’t
work well enough to clean the spark
plug. It was broken.
At this time I saw on his bench
amid the junk an electric grinder with
a wirebrush wheel attached. I said
to him, “Let’s clean the spark plugs
using that wire wheel”. He said, “Ok,
but I’ll have to get an extension cord
to connect to the grinder”, at which
time he went to the first garage and
ran a lonnnnnnng extension cord to
the second garage and had to climb
all the way over his mound of junk to
attach the electric cord. The wire wheel
worked well enough to clean the plugs.
During all of this, he said, “I
don’t know why I have all this junk”,
to which I replied, “If you didn’t have
all this junk, then you wouldn’t have
this spark plug cleaner”, (which didn’t
work) so it was part of his junk. Which
made me think, “A man’s junk is his
treasures until he decides to throw it
away. And then either it really is junk
or becomes someone else’s treasures”.
We all have it, no one wants to
admit it, or part with it, but sooner or
later it all becomes junk. Whatta you
got?

O

n the first winery tour our club,
CCMGC, took a few weeks ago,
I had an interesting experience at the last winery we stopped at
that made me think about the junk we
collect.
While trying to get Ed and Kate
Wro’s MGB started, we decided to
clean the spark plugs. The old man
that owned the winery said that he
had a spark plug cleaner, so, while
we removed the spark plugs out of the
car, he went off to set it up. In order to
do this he had to pull out an air hose
from his first garage where the air
compressor was and stretch it to his
second garage to the “air powered”
spark plug cleaner. The hose didn’t
reach. He then had to bring a second
air hose from the first garage to meet
the first air hose and take that to the
second garage.
Finally it was connected but in
order to reach his spark plug cleaner
he had to climb over an unbelievable
amount of “junk” including old lawnmowers, tires, wheels, rakes and boxes
of who knows what else and stretch out
to barely reach the cleaner. He put the
spark plug in the cleaner and it fell to
the bottom because there was no rubber ring to hold it in place. I told him
to wrap a rag around the spark plug to
keep it in place and to keep the clean26
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A Newcomer’s Perspective

By Lou and Pat Ballard
Peachtree MG Registry

W

e have owned our 1971 MGB
over 20 years. We attend local
and regional shows but MG
2007 was our first MG national event.
Our MG has to compete for national
exposure with our other British car,
a 1963 Austin-Healey 3000. Unfortunately, the Austin-Healey Conclave
falls into the same general time frame
as the MG national. However this year
there was a two-week spread between
the dates so after returning from the
Austin-Healey Conclave in Burlington,
Vt., we packed up the MG and headed
for Sonoma, Calif.
Between both British cars we went
coast-to-coast, covering 31 states and
traveling 11,360 miles. The MG rolled
up the majority of those miles: more
than 8,000 miles by the time we returned to Marietta, Ga., on Aug. 16.
Part of the fun of attending MG
2007 was the trip itself. We left Atlanta
on July 10 with the top down, traveling
thru the Black Hills of South Dakota,
touring Mount Rushmore, Yellowstone
and Big Horn National Forest and
Teton national parks. We continued
down through Jackson Hole, Sheridan,
and Cody, Wyoming, into Reno, Nev.,
over Donner’s Pass and into California,
3,406 miles at that point.
We arrived at the host hotel and
were greeted by other enthusiasts from
across the country. I have to agree with
Robert Rushing’s statement, “that the
best part of the hobby is the people.” I
was fortunate that my first close contact was with Don Peery from Oklahoma and his 1980 MGB LE (beautiful
car), and we had a running rapport
that continued throughout the week.
I got to meet a lot of people I only
read about in the MGB Driver such as
Bruce Wyckoff and the other officers
and coordinators of NAMGBR. How
can anyone forget the incomparable
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MG 2007 Lou and Pat’s first national event.
John Twist? My car was the last one
through his rolling tech sessions and I
was impressed that John can diagnose
problems so accurately. Thanks John
for the tiny tweaks you made.
There were several other people
who were incredible, like Matt Dabney,
who gave me support when our car
gave out on the Mille de Mendocino
tour. Mac Townsend, who helped me
out on the road and in the parking lot
with more technical advice, Ken Bottini, and many others who we shared
friendship with during our stay.
The Mille de Mendocino with a
coastal run through Bodega Bay and
the redwoods were probably our most
memorable moments. Our dinner at
the historic Union Hotel in Occidental
was wonderful, and we got to share it
with two friends from Louisiana, Bill
and June Harris.
To top off this magnificent trip
to the West Coast, Pat and I drove to
Seattle and took an Alaskan cruise,
another first for us. After the cruise we
spent four days in Seattle, then onto
Lake Tahoe for four days, and then to
Las Vegas for a week with family before returning home. On the way home
we visited Yosemite and Grand Canyon
national parks and drove on a few
stretches of Route 66 that still exist.
The only problem we encountered
beside the extreme temperature was a
busted rear universal joint in Chattanooga, Tenn. With the help of our
NAMGBR Mutual Aid Directory we
contacted a member who directed us to
the nearest repair facility, and we were
on our way home in about an hour
and a half. I hope next year our schedule will allow us to attend MG 2008 in
Valley Forge!
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Thoughts on Junk

Driving MG
Part One
By Phil Smith
Hammer & Tongs Registrar

T

he MGB enthusiast today has
perhaps more equipment options
to improve the performance and
handling of his or her car than ever
before. Without having to research,
design, and fabricate parts in the
home garage, true SALA suspensions,
up-rated brakes (including rear disks),
crossflow heads, superchargers, V8
kits, and other equipment is all
easily available if one has a
deep enough wallet.
One of the major
pieces of equipment
that is most often
overlooked in the
quest for higher
performance,
however, is the
driver. Think
about it – if you’re
like most drivers,
your formal training on how to use
the machine consisted of a few months
after school at age 16
or 17 with the phys-ed
instructor riding around in the
car next to you telling you to watch
where you’re going. And it’s possible
that the teenage-brain’s hormonal
soaking impaired your ability to get
the most out of that experience.
Despite the average driver’s opinion of themselves or their cars, most
drivers can gain greater performance
– and safety – with some attention to
their own driving habits. This intermittent series of Hammer and Tongs
Registry contributions is intended to
address these human aspects of driving performance.
In this first installment, I’d
like to address the basic interaction
between you and your car. Rather
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than have this interaction be (typically) perceived as a one-way street
(i.e. - you think you’re controlling the
car which inevitably ends up with the
car controlling you), the first hurdle is
to learn to make driver/car communications a two-way street. While not
really a modern sports car, the MGB is
an amazingly competent and reliable
machine, and can be a great road
dance partner.
Getting the most from your MGB
starts before you ever get into the car.
Having some idea that the tires and
fluids have all been checked recently,
the car has been properly
serviced, and any faults
that compromise safety,
performance and reliability (in that order)
have been rectified
is the first step towards developing
a better relationship with your
MGB. When’s
the last time you
changed the rear
axle oil (or even
checked it)? What
brand and size of
tire does your car
wear, and how old are
they? The driver with a
superior set of technical driving skills is heavily compromised if the
machine cannot deliver what should
be expected.

Pre-Drive

When approaching the car, give
it the quick eyeball to be certain that
it sits square and there is no surprise
such as a large puddle of fluid under
the car or bullet holes in the doors that
might make you think a second time
about going for the drive. Assuming
all appears safe and sound on cursory
examination, open the door and have
a seat.
The first thing to do is be sure your
seating position is ideal. The MGB has
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Driving MG
lots of adjustability and can accommodate most human physiques. Good
driving requires full use and control
of the steering, brakes, and accelerator. These controls are how you talk to
the car. So the first step is to position
yourself for optimal use of the controls.
The laid-back arms-straight position
may have been fine in a different era
for a different type of machine, but
it really compromises your ability to
have full use of the steering, plus it
may well put your knees so far from
the pedals that you no longer have
good use of the foot controls. Likewise,
the grandma-goes-to-church, bolt
upright, up-close-and-personal-withthe-steering-wheel position limits your
ability to fully turn the steering wheel.
It also puts too much of a bend in your
legs so that efficient use of the pedals is
not possible. And then there are those
drivers with biscuit poisoning who
experience an interference fit of knees,
belly, and arms if they assume that
position.
The proper position of the seat
is found by first sitting back into the
seat, nice and square – not on the seat,
leaning, or perched to one side. Once
you’ve sat down into the seat, push
the clutch pedal in and adjust the seat
bottom fore-and-aft until your left
ankle is slightly extended and your
left knee has a slight bend. Now the
seat is in its proper fore-and-aft position. You use the squab (seat back)
angle adjustment - either the bolts at
the base of the squab (early cars) or
the lever on the side of the seat back
– to adjust the relationship of your
upper body and shoulders to the steering wheel. Properly positioned, your
shoulders will be resting on the seat
back, with both your arms extended
with the butt of the hands just crossing the top of the steering wheel. If
you then hold the steering wheel at
the 9 or 10 o’clock (left hand) and 2 or
3 o’clock (right hand) position, your
elbows will be somewhat bent but not
cramped. You’ll find that making the
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effort to adjust your seating position
to this posture will reward you with a
greater degree of mobility and security
in your steering. And, it’s comfortable. If you’ll make a habit of always
driving in this position, not only have
you increased your ability to respond
to emergencies quickly, you’ll also find
that one-hand driving, poor hand positions, and other such nonsense will
become very uncomfortable as you will
sense the control you have lost.
Once properly positioned in the
car, put the seat belt on. Seat belts
make the difference between life and
death in a crash. What’s that you
say, you only ever drive 12 miles per
hour so you don’t need them? OK,
get on your bike and ride at a typical
speed (which is about 12 mph). Now
ride straight into the side of a building. That sensation (and much worse)
is what you risk by not belting yourself
in every time. Some of your concerned
friends and family will accuse you of
being foolish for not driving a car with
airbags. Sorry, airbags do not prevent
ejection and do not save your life in a
crash. What they do is reduce the oral
and plastic surgeon’s bills in the event
of a crash, but they don’t save your
life. So tell these folks to get a life, be
an attentive MGB Driver, and put on
that seat belt. If you have an early
car with two-point belts (lap only) or
non-functioning retractors on your
three-points (lap + shoulder), replace
the belts with proper three-point belts.
The newest seat factory-installed seat
belts are now 27 years old – well past
their prime. Seat belts have a stretch
rate engineered into them, designed to
reduce deceleration of your body in the
event of a crash to a level that is not
lethal. Old belts lose this stretchiness
as well as strength, and become lessthan-safe on both counts. New belts
are a cheap investment in your safety.
Finally, check (and adjust if necessary)
your mirrors and prepare for launch.

Driving Interactions

Most of us don’t like pressure or
being suddenly asked to accomplish
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a major task right this moment. Your
car has five controls to allow you to do
the three things necessary for vehicular transport – the steering wheel,
clutch, brake, accelerator, and gearshift lever allow you to brake, turn,
and accelerate (OK, so braking is really
negative acceleration and therefore
the car can only do two things…this
is technically true, and eventually
I’ll return to that point, but for now,
let’s keep things on the usual terms….
brake, turn, accelerate).
For technical reasons I’ll discuss in
a future installment, the car’s controls
are just like you, they don’t like sudden requests for big tasks. Just like
humans, sudden requests for modification of the status quo are not usually
met with complete compliance
with the requested change.
Huh? Sudden braking risks
locking the wheels and skidding the tires (a loss of control); sudden steering wheel
twisting doesn’t give the
front tires a chance to grip
and make the car change
direction, so the car then skids
straight off the corner (we’ve all
had that happen, don’t lie and say you
haven’t); and injudicious sudden use of
the accelerator risks making the rear
wheels lose traction and a spin – although in an MGB that’s not likely to
happen except on gravel or snow/ice.
Three of the controls don’t appreciate constant pressure; riding the
brake pedal will not only wear the
brakes out quickly, but will also heat
them up – if you’re lucky they won’t
catch fire, but the heat will impair
the car’s braking ability (in the worst
case, eliminate it). Riding the clutch
wears out the clutch in a hurry, both
the throw-out bearing and the disc. I
can change the clutch in my MGBs on
a Saturday, but then my cars are early
cars with simple plumbing and both
get enough mechanical attention that
there aren’t dirty or corroded fasteners to deal with. Is that the case with
yours? Finally, keeping your hand
on the gearshift lever will wear out
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the brass shifting forks, among other
tender bits inside the gearbox. So now
you’ve got a full day removing and reinstalling the gearbox, another day or
so rebuilding the box, plus who-knowshow-much time finding the repair
parts. Keep your hands and feet off
the clutch, brake, and gearshift when
they’re not being actively used.
So, while I’ll return to this idea
of careful and progressive use of the
controls in greater detail in the future,
for now work on avoiding sudden and
large magnitude movements when
steering, braking, and accelerating.
Of course that takes more time, which
means you’ve got to be looking further
down the road as you drive, if you
expect to keep up the same quick
pace we all enjoy. And here
we are at the crux of becoming an accomplished driver
– it’s all about VISION. The
more time you give your
brain to plan responses to
the environment, the less
sudden your control inputs
need to be, and the better
the car will respond.
VISION: If there is a secret
to driving well, it’s vision. Look way
down the road and let your brain
devise its responses. Let your peripheral vision handle the up-close stuff
(i.e. - where most of us want to look
anyway). If you’ve been “keeping your
vision up,” responses on this level will
be reflex. OK, it’s true that in daily
driving this isn’t a huge necessity. But
in emergency maneuvers the long
view is necessary, and unless you’ve
practiced keeping your attention well
down the road, there is zero chance
you’ll be able to do it in an emergency.
Finally, you’ll find that keeping your
vision and attention well down the
road results in a slowing down of
control inputs, and a more gentle use
of the controls. Suddenly the car seems
to have additional braking, grip, and
stability that you never knew it had.
And it costs nothing other than your
attention and practice to get this performance and improvement.
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Home Powdercoating System

Now comes the tricky and most
difficult part of the whole operation
– getting the coated part from the
application area to the oven. Why is
it tricky? At this point what you have
is a part with rather loose powder on
it. If you touch the part in any way
then the powder will easily brush off
and you have to recoat it. Then you
have to hang the part from a hot (450
degree) oven rack taking care not to
touch the part to anything while at
the same time trying to avoid a serious
burn (minor burns are unavoidable).
Heat at 450°F for about five minutes
until the powder flows out and then
cure at 400°F for another 20 minutes.

Photos provided by john treible

Product Evaluation - Eastwood

Apply the powder making sure that all
areas are covered.

By John Treible

THE EVALUATION

P

THE PARTS

Five years ago Eastwood, a company that specializes in auto restoration products and tools, introduced
a powder coating kit that the amateur restorer could use at home. The
best way to get started is to order the
HotCoat Elite Kit which consists of the
application system (gun & power supply), high temp plugs & masking tape,
a spool of stainless steel wire, 3 cups
& lids, 4 containers of powder and
instructions.
In addition to the kit you need an
electric oven capable of 450 degrees, a
small air compressor with a capacity
of.5 cfm at 5-8 psi and a regulator for
the PC gun. For safety, you will need
dust masks, a well ventilated work
area, a paint respirator, disposable
gloves, goggles and a pair of leather
gloves. I purchased a used standard
30” electric stove from a St Vincent de
Paul Thrift Store for $50 for a cur-

The process is really rather simple
and straight forward.

Prepare the part

The part has to be CLEAN. All
traces of rust, dirt
and grease have to be
removed. I happen
to have a media blast
cabinet that serves the
purpose well. After
cleaning, the part
should not be touched
with your hands – use
the disposable gloves
or a pair of pliers.

Hang the part

It’s best if the parts are hanging
at eye level to apply the powder. I
took one of those wire frames from a
political lawn sign (I knew they were
good for something), bent the ends
to form hooks and hung it from my
garage rafter. I can then hang the
small parts to be coated from it. This is
where the stainless steel wire comes in.
Cut a length of wire and make a hook
to hang a part from and then hang it
on the lawn sign frame. This way you
can do a number of parts at one time.

Cure the part

Colors

Remove the part

At the end of the curing time
remove the part from the oven wearing the leather
gloves and a
pair of pliers.
Set the part on
a rack of some
sort or hang it to
cool down. You
should have a
nicely coated
part that will
endure years of
chemical and environmental abuse.

Photos provided by john treible

owder coating has been around
for many years now on a commercial basis. It produces a finish
that is resistant to virtually all chemicals, automotive liquids and UV light.
It is also much more durable than
most spray or brush-on paints. In a
word it is ideal as a finish on most of
the auto parts and brackets that we
use for our MG restorations. If you
watch Overhaulin’, they regularly send
off the car frame to be powder coated.
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ing oven. I am
limited to parts
that will fit in the
oven. It is ideal
for brackets and
other small parts.
Powder coating
the frame of my
MGA at home is
not in the picture although they do sell
a couple of infrared curing systems for
large parts if you care to go that far.

or at least easier and this is no exception. You develop your own techniques
and methods. It takes a bit of thought
as to how to fabricate the hanging
wires so that you have a bit sticking
out to attach the grounding clip to and
it takes a bit of practice to move the
coated part to the curing oven. Other
than that this is a very easy and practical operation for us amateur restorers. I would not hesitate to recommend
this kit.
As far a colors go Eastwood has a
wide range of colors and powder types.
There are 44 Standard Colors, 24
Specialty Colors, 19 Super Hi-Tech/Iridescent Colors, 6 Hi-Temp Colors, Grey
Primer, Bare Metal Clear, and Reflective Chrome. The colors that I have
used so far for my MGA restoration
are MG Maroon for engine parts (no I
didn’t powder coat the engine block or
cylinder head because it would be too
difficult to hang them from a wire and
move them to the oven), Bright Yellow
which is a close match for the proper
fan color and Underhood (Satin) Black
for brackets and heater box.

Conclusion

As in most things that we do in
our lives – practice does make perfect

Coat the part

You are now ready to apply
the powder to the part. Attach the
grounding wire from the gun to the
wire that the part is hanging on. If
you attach the grounding wire directly
to the part as per the instructions,
you will end up with a spot that does
not have any coating on it - not good!
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Morris Garages
By Geoff Wheatley
Syracuse MG Car Club

M

ost people reading this publication will know that the MG
badge on the front of their
car represents Morris Garage. However, how many of you are aware of
what “The Morris Garages” were and
why they existed? Billy Morris, who
started the Morris Motor Company
in a garden shed in the rear of his
parent’s home, was, by any standards,
a shrewd business man who saw the
development of the motor vehicle as a
mass-market product.
Morris was a great admirer of
Henry Ford and visited Ford early in
his career. They became good friends,
a friendship that was to last for many
decades. Morris took many of Ford’s
ideas, including the assembly line
production technique and the unusual
policy of selling direct to the public.
This gave the manufacturer flex ability on production, control of the price,
and a direct contact with the buying
public.
In previous articles I have discussed the location and early development of Morris Garages from a small
shop in west Oxford to the lavish
open show rooms in Queens Street,
downtown in the City of Oxford. I
recall as a small boy looking into the
windows of this establishment standing on the doorstep which consisted
of a large stone slab about 10 feet by
6 with the picture of an ox crossing a
ford imprinted on the top surface. (The
origin of the Saxon name Ox-ford.)   At
7 years of age, the challenge was to
jump from the head of the ox to the tip
of the tail in one go.
When the showrooms were closed
in the 1970s this famous front step was
thrown on the scrap heap along with
many other Morris artifacts that some
of us would give their life savings to
have today. However the front step, despite the fact that it was broken during
the demolition process was acquired by
34

Billy Morris aka Lord Nuffield

Cecil Kimber, father of the MG sports car.

the MG Owners Club and now greets
visitors to their headquarters in Cambridge. It is mounted adjacent to the
front entrance in clear view of the road
and passing motorists.
Until 1925, the Morris Garage
operation carried a number of brand
name vehicles including several from
the USA. A visit to the display area
would enable you to view the latest
Hudson Super Six and/or its less expensive Essex. Various Dodge vehicles were
also on display. Also British names like
Hillman, Sunbeam, Daimler, and of
course Morris and Wolsey, the latter
representing an established quality
motor company that Morris purchased
after the First World War when the
company went bankrupt. This acquisition became the basis of the intense
rivalry between Herbert Austin and
William Morris that continued until
Austin passed away.
Herbert Austin had been the
General Manager of the new Wolsey
Company when it started in 1899. He
had considered it his personal creation
almost like a first child. In 1905, he
resigned his position with Wolsey and
started his own motor company. This

in time was to become the competitive rival to the Morris Empire especially in the popular small car market that boomed in Britain after the
First World War. Austin never forgave
Morris for buying Wolsey before he
could raise the necessary funds to bid
for the company and often referred to
Morris as “That back street upstart”.
Morris Garages also sold motorcycles – Triumph, Sunbeam, Douglas,
Royal Enfield, and BSA were just a
few of the vehicles that were offered
by the Morris outlet.
In 1926, all this changed when the
General Manager, Cecil Kimber, who
was certainly the Godfather if not the
Father of the MG sports car, persuaded Morris to concentrate on selling
only Morris products especially the
then new light weight commercial
van that was a top line winner and
even had a waiting list of would be
purchasers.
We all know Kimber as the brain
behind the MG sportscar; note I say
SPORTSCAR not the MG sedan or
coupe which were a development
of both Morris Motors and Morris
Garages. Kimber was also a good
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amateur designer and inventor; in
1926 the Kimber Brake Drum Drawer
was offered by Morris Garages for
around two dollars in 1920s currency
(average day’s pay was $5 so it was
not cheap!). The advertisement states
that this devise will pay for its self in
a matter of months as you can now
do the required break inspection
yourself and also take off any break
drum without fear of damaging the
axle. This devise was such a success
that the patent was extended to other
motor vehicles and Kimber was still
receiving royalty payments when he
left MG sixteen years later.
Until Kimber joined the Morris
Company, Billy had his main office on the second floor of the show
rooms and was often available to
discuss and converse with potential
purchasers. It was noted that he was
not a gregarious man and lacked the
salesman’s technique of being your
close friend within ten minutes of
introduction. He was a serious individual whose interests were practical. In his youth, he had wanted to
study medicine and only started his
bicycle business to get enough money
to attend medical college. As we
know, he never achieved that desire;
instead, fate decided that he would
become one of the wealthiest men in
the world giving millions of dollars
to both Oxford University and its
national hospital. It is estimated that
his total wealth in today’s currency
was around eight billion dollars.
He left no children, gave most of it
away, and when he died the government took the rest! Kimber must have
proved to be a good choice as within
a matter of eighteen months Morris
had vacated his upstairs office and
moved to Cowley where Morris Motors had their production complex.
He installed both a private office and
a small apartment was he spent most
of working and private life. (This may
be why there were no heirs to the
Morris Empire as his wife preferred to
reside in their county home at “Nuffield”, the name that Billy chose when
he was made a Lord of the Realm in
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Oxford. The University
governors were becoming
concerned with the growth
of industry in and around
the ancient city. They were
also concerned with the
damage that the commercial traffic was doing to
the centuries old buildings
that made up this historic
complex. The vibration
from trucks thundering
down the famous High
Street and negotiating the
narrow 15th century side
roads was causing serious
problems. In co-operation
with the County and City
MG Midget factory line in the Abingdon works.
governments, a financial levy was put on all
sold on commission through Morris
new
commercial
business operations
Garages and concentrating entirely on
within ten miles of the City Center.
Morris vehicles.
Established operations were excused so
We do know that as early as
Morris Cowley was not affected until
December 1923, “The Isis” an Oxit started to expand in the post war
ford University publication featured
years and had to pay for the privilege.
an advertisement for the MG Super
Abingdon was just outside the OxfordSports Morris and the letters MG were
shire county boundary and therefore
enclosed in an Octagon. A similar verwas not required to pay any additional
sion was featured in the Morris Owner
money in order to build or create a facin May 1924. These are the first record
tory complex. What’s more, the Abingof the use of an Octagon and the letdon council welcomed such industry
ters MG, but they were still associated
and certainly made it easy to relocate
with the Morris Motor Company as
the MG production in an abandoned
these advertisements indicate.
commercial site in 1929/30. Today, due
However, by 1926/27 the words MG
to redesigned county boarders AbingSports were promoted by Morris Gadon is now part of Oxford, but that’s
rages for a number of vehicles, veanother story!
hicles that were made under Kimber’s
Around 1937/38, the center of Oxdirection in three small workshops
ford city attempted to reduce the traffic
scattered around Oxford, completely
vibration by fitting rubber blocks to
independent from the Morris Motor
Company. They must have been profit- Carfax the main shopping location
where all the retail stores are located
able as Billy Morris continued to allow
in including Woolworth’s. (The latter
Kimber to produce these vehicles and
was a favorite shopping spot for the
even started planning for a central
Wheatley family. I recall, at the tender
production factory dedicated to the
age of five or six, this mammoth
MG marque.
operation of tearing up a road surface
We now know where the eventhat had been around for at least 150
tual location was to be, Abingdon in
years and replacing it with rubber
Berkshire, not Oxfordshire. The deciblocks.) The end result was interesting,
sion to move out of Oxfordshire may
sure the blocks did stop some of the viwell have been influenced by certain
bration, but when it rained the vehicles
local government restrictions applied
lost traction as rubber met rubber on
in co-operation with the University of
a wet surface. Need I say more! In
MGB DRIVER
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the late 1930s.
The Morris Garage
complex consisted of the
main showroom with various minor display centers
in and around Oxfordshire. It also had its own
workshop and eventually
a permanent crew of about
ten workers. In the early
days, Kimber had to borrow workers from Cowley
as and when he wanted to
put together a special MG
Factory image taken in the early 1920s.
for a special customer. This
became a regular competitor at many
was seen by Cowley as an
events and even managed to win a
infringement on their domain and it
couple of national awards.
was only because of Kimber’s sound
The same thing applied when
relationship with Morris that this type
he started to make motorcycles, he
of backroom construction ever took
became a competitive rider and even
place. Old Number One was produced
supported a Morris team consisting of
under these circumstances with three
himself and two other riders. They all
men borrowed from Cowley. To be
displayed the Morris name on both the
more honest, they were hijacked from
bikes and their attrite, thus giving the
the Cowley works on the grounds that
Morris Company a lot of free advertisMorris wanted Kimber to create a car
ing. Kimber, in his own way, was also
that could be entered in a national
competitive; he was an active rally
event to obtain publicity. The fact that
driver and certainly made a name for
Kimber actually won a national event
himself in hill climb events despite
with this vehicle was a surprise to all
being disabled due to a motorbike acconcerned, and I suspect, even Kimber
cident in his youth.
himself!
Either of these men could have
Morris garages were one of the
made a good living running their own
largest advertisers in the local media.
advertising agency or marketing opIn 1921 they spent in excess of $3,000
eration. They both had the vision and
on local advertising and as a consea keen understanding of sales motivaquence achieved a turnover in excess
tion which was seldom seen in other
of $200,000 – quite an achievement
commercial ventures. When the marby any standards. This was before
ket was booming, Morris reduced his
Kimber came on board to boost sales
prices while his competitors increased
and increase retail profits. Morris was
theirs to get a quick bonus. When sales
a strong supporter of advertising unwere down, Morris maintained his
like many of his competitors who saw
work force and stockpiled his vehicles
selling as a display operation. Put the
while the others laid off workers and
cars in the showrooms and the cars
reduced production. If things got really
will sell themselves. Morris, and to the
bad as they did in 1924/26 when there
same degree Kimber, were both “Point
were more cars than buyers, Morris
of Sale” supporters and Promotional
sold his vehicles at cost plus 5% and
technicians. When Morris started out
in his humble cycle shop the first thing turned over his production every three
months. This short depression may
he did was build a bike that he could
have been one of the deciding factors
enter in local and national races. He
in dropping other production vehicles
MGB DRIVER
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Morris Garages
1948, the whole system was removed
and replaced with tarmac. Trucks, etc.,
were redirected to routes outside of the
city center and within the past twenty
years new bypass roads have been
built to take the traffic around Oxford.
As a result of all this, I am pleased to
say the 800 year old buildings are still
standing.
Morris Garages have gone, but the
memory still remains. Every year MG
types and Mini owners in company
with Austin-Healey and Morris Eight
drivers assemble in the fair City of
Oxford to remember all the locations
where local men worked to produce
unique cars and/or sold these vehicles
to a growing market. This gathering
usually ends up at the Ferry Boat Inn
on Folly Bridge adjacent to the river
Thames. In reality it’s nothing more

than a good excuse to sink a few pints
and show off the cars. What a great
way to enjoy an English weekend – I
know as I have joined this group several times!
If you visit the University Museum
adjacent to the famous Randolph
Hotel you will find a room dedicated
to many famous men who have made
Oxford an international center of
progress and enlightenment. However,
to my mind, two such people are missing from this illustrious group – Billy
Morris and Cecil Kimber, who created
a marque that is known throughout
the world. If you want to test this statement go to any country where you
don’t speak one word of the language,
smile and simply say MG accompanied
by an appropriate vocal imitation of
a motor car. I bet your audience will
smile, make similar noises, and greet
you like an old friend!

An outstanding day in June, at the 14th Annual British Car Gathering in Hellertown, Pa.
Several show fields featured over 200 British cars and about a dozen great MG Midgets.

Kristi Liebel from Pottstown, Pa., with her
1974 RWA MG Midget.
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MGB Rally Gear
Part One
By Terry Brown
North Carolina MG Car Club

T

he South was not exactly a hotbed
for British sports cars in the ’60s,
or for slot cars, for that matter. But
slot cars were as close as two 9-year-old
twins could get to driving a real sports
car in 1966, and we drove the wheels
off them. We added slicks, decaled
them beyond recognition, and otherwise carved them up for more speed.
We soon found out that the Lolas,
Cobras, and McLarens we were spinning around the track were British,
or for some part an amalgamation of
British and Anglo iron. At least one of
us would become a British motorhead,
as it would turn out, and would stay
dyed-in-the-wool for life.
My father serviced my mom’s VW
Beetle at Harmon Roland, located
across the street from the Cadillac
dealer on Old Wake Forest Road in Raleigh, N.C. Harmon also was the local
MG dealer, and always positioned a
bevy of MGBs in the front row alongside of the Volkswagens they had for
sale. A curious combination for sure,
but no time was wasted by looking at
those air coolers when we were there
for maintenance on her car. The salesmen had their hands full with two
twins all over the MGBs like white on
rice, as they say down here. (Should
anyone ever come across a dealership
chrome license plate frame for Harmon Roland, please send it my way!)
In high school, Carl Cason and his
brother Chris were friends of my brother Tim and I. Carl and his father were
building a Sprite for SCCA H-Produc-

tion runs and Chris gave me my first
MGB ride in his green 1967 roadster. I
was stuffed in the back above the battery box, while another poor soul hung
on for dear life in the passenger seat.
I eventually graduated to the passenger seat for the second law-breaking
ride around the Raleigh Beltline and
quickly came to the conclusion that
everything I had read about MGs in
“Boy’s Life” was true.
Chris went on to sell his roadster
for a Teal Blue ’71 BGT. Carl likewise
sold his ’66 roadster sometime in the
early ’70s after finding an abandoned
Dark British Racing Green ’69 B roadster at Hugh’s Junk Yard in Oxford,
a small town north of Raleigh. The
original owner was in prison in Ohio
on drug charges and probably was on
drugs when he changed out the carpet
to lime green shag that covered over
the doors.
Carl rebuilt the car using an overdrive transmission, changed back the
interior in lieu of the shag rugs, added
an Old English White hardtop, Rostyle
wheels, and military helicopter lap
belts, ditched the Blumels wheel for a
small diameter Montney leather wheel,
and built up the motor with Hepolite
pistons and shaved the head.
Two Cherry Bombs served as the
exhaust system and exited out the
rear valance with a chromed tip. He
and his father installed a tube shock
conversion in the rear and torched out
the battery boxes in favor of a single
12-volt in a marine case in the boot on
the passenger side. Although he built
the car primarily as a road car for him
and his wife, the change in battery
position helped balance out the weight
for occasional autocross runs or rallies
with the local sports car club.

Alex Grant’s 1969 MG Midget, first day out
in 20 years, driven!
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British Car Days South, referred to as
Tanglewood because it was always
held there off the main golf course
in Clemmons, N.C. This was a large
event hosted by the Triad Austin
Healey Club, and which my friend Don
Ross always encouraged me to attend
because he was a member and helped
out with the festivities. Generally
the club held a rally on the Saturday
before the show on Sunday. Chuck
Hudson debuted a full historic rally
right-hand drive Bugeye Sprite. Inside
were bits I had never seen in the flesh
– Stebel air horns, a Lucas beehive
sports coil in the engine bay, as well a
Heuer Mastertime eight-day wind clock
and Monte Carlo stopwatch mounted
to a plate on the dash. A Halda Twinmaster odometer was also on the dash,
and a Halda Speedpilot occupied the
center console he had fabricated for it.
All instrumentation was lighted, and a
navigator’s map light was attached to
the door rail. The car steered by what
he said was a limited reproduction of
the Healey Works wooden wheel and
the shifter was topped by an ivory cue
ball. Unbelievably everything in the
car was from 1959, including a host
of spares stuffed in the door cubbies.
Chuck provided me with a number of
contacts that would prove invaluable
in my turning the restoration of my
roadster to a period correct rally car.
One of the contacts that Chuck
had provided was Bob Radford; a
SCCA Rally Grand Master who later
drove for Toyota professionally and
on the side was an accomplished pool
player. He in one of our conversations
said that there were only six or so period correct MGB rally cars in the US.
As a dealer of vintage rally gear, Bob
provided hands-on insight to the SCCA
style of time, speed, and distance type
rallies held in the 1950’s and ‘60’s on
paved roads and how they differed
from the European or Continental
type of rallies of the period such as the
Monte Carlo, Tulip, or RAC Rally. As a
dealer of vintage rally gear, Bob was
instrumental in the changeover and
provided me with many of the bits necMGB DRIVER
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essary for the conversion. As the story
of the car’s restoration continues, our
focus will now shift from the car and
its evolution to a historic SCCA rally
car, to the rally gear itself, starting
from the headlights and progressing
to the rear of the car. Should you want
to pursue collecting bits for your car,
I will provide a listing of sources that
proved invaluable to me.

HEADLAMPS and FOGLIGHTS and
FRONT of the CAR BITS

In true Brit fashion, Lucas lighting is prominent. Headlamp units are
Lucas Le Mans lights from the period
Photos provided by terry brown

By then, I had graduated from
college and was working an internship
with the North Carolina Archaeology
Branch in Raleigh. I had set up my first
car, an Imron pearl white CVCC-engined Honda Civic to autocross, all the
while pining away for Carl’s roadster.
We called them “sleepers” back then,
as the first of the tuners had not even
been born yet. One morning, I pulled
out of a neighbor’s driveway just as a
lady crested the hill going at least 60
and late for work. To this day I will
stand on the fact that she was airborne
over that hill in front of my parent’s
house like a rally car yumping on a
fast stage. With the Civic totaled, I
now had my ticket for an MGB, but
British Leyland had announced the
factory closing, and the pickings were
slim. The rubber bumper cars were not
what I wanted anyway, as I had been
weaned on the earlier chrome bumper
cars and particularly liked the instrument cluster in the Mark II. It was
more like being in a fighter plane, and
you sat ALONGSIDE of the transmission tunnel a mere inches from the
ground. You could go 35 and it seemed
like 60. Carl asked me if I wanted to
buy his car. I said yes without any
thought whatsoever – a deal was struck
and a hand violently shaken.
During the next seven years, I
ran the MGB as my only car, save my
Volkswagen GTI company car, but
always had an eye towards returning it
to its period trim for 1969. I slowly acquired the proper bits such as its steel
disk wheels with those moon chrome
hubcaps, the ’69 hallmark seats with
their tombstone headrests, a humongous (albeit original) Blumels steering
wheel, Konis for the existing rear setup
that Carl and his dad had made, and
changed out the Cherry Bomb exhaust
for a quieter Anza one, which I must
admit seemed far more sedate than the
large-bore chrome cannon protruding
from the rear underside.
Also a Moss aluminum valve
cover, as it was reputedly claimed to

be the one offered by the mysterious
British Leyland Special Tuning Department. I even found an NOS radio
console from Helmold Ford in nearby
Cary.
Right before Christmas in 1987, I
left a sales meeting and turned into a
Trans-Am as I was about to exit onto
the Raleigh Beltline. The impact didn’t
even wrinkle the obnoxious big bird on
the hood. On the MG, only the right
fender, the aluminum bonnet, grill,
one of the original Sebring cowlings I
found in England, and the oil cooler
shelf were damaged, but a botched
repair by a highly recommended body
shop left me with the decision to keep
the car and restore it or change camp
entirely to the likes of a Shelby Mustang, which were then quite pricy even
if you could find a decent unrestored
one. (Sort of like having eyes bigger
than your stomach as far as dollar bills
go in choosing that dream ride.)
Tom Bishop at Raleigh’s Auto
Sport Gallery suggested that I contact
Don Ross, from Edinburgh, Scotland
who had come to the states by way
of Zambia. Don had a shop close by,
and together we stripped the car and
prepared the monocoque for a full
rotisserie restoration.
With my car off the road, Carl
Cason asked if I would trade the HS4
SU carburetors from my MGB that
was now dormant for a set of HS6 SU
carburetors he had recently purchased
in England off of a wrecked rally car
while on a Lotus Elan buying trip. He
needed my original set for a rubber
bumper MGB conversion from a single
Stromberg carburetor for a customer
and I wanted them because they were
mated to a polished and ported handcast manifold and would help propel
my car even faster. With an original
Paddy Hopkirk throttle pedal I acquired at Autosport Gallery, still in its
lime green and white blister pack and
a picture of the Irishman on the front
of the package, I had the nucleus for
what would become a large ’60s period
vintage accessory collection for the car.
The second week in June was

Original Lucas 700-series Le Mans lamps.
An “NL” is etched into the lower lens center.
that were featured on a number of the
BMC Works race and rally cars. I saw a
close up photograph in Robert Vitrikas’s book, “MGA: A History & Restoration Guide”, on one of the Sebring
Twin cam MGAs and was quite taken
by them. Lucas made a re-run around
1976, which differ from the original
series production, as they do not have
700 HEADLAMP in raised lettering at
the bottom of the lens. Towards the
center of the original series are the
etched letters NL in a circle. Debate
will someday determine its original
meaning. I believe it stands for NEAR
LEFT for left hand traffic, which was,
opposite of the home market standard,
not Netherlands or “Not Legal” as also
has been suggested. Peter Appleyard
of Vintage Headlamp Restorations in
Sheffield England now faithfully reproduces these lamps. They connect to the
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various accessory houses such as MG
Mitten and Vilem B. Haan throughout
the late 1960’s and ‘70’s as this does
not upset the car’s visual lines and is a
matter of personal taste. BMC offered
amber fog disks, which are similar.
Circular wire mesh stone guards were
also popular, and pictured is a set of
period MPL guards from an Australian manufacturer that fits inside the
chrome headlamp rims and hinges
open for easy lens cleaning.
Fog and spot lamps were also
popular period driving accessories and
were traditionally used in England as
one driving and one spot lamp pair.
Driving lamp lenses are fluted; spot
lamps are clear and project a pencil
beam forward of the driver. Choice of
either clear or amber lenses was available at the time and was a matter of
owner preference. Works cars were provided with various long range driving
Period MPL stoneguards from Australia
and fog lamps and used either used
which were hinged to open for cleaning.
SLR 576 Series stem mounted driving
lamps or WLR 576 back mounted or
MGB’s three-prong headlamp harness
flush fitting lamps. The correspondby original adaptors that attach diing stem mounted fog lamps were SFT
rectly to the backside of the lens. British Prefocus or Mazda bulbs will power 576’s and the back mounted fog lamps
were WFT 576’s. Although Lucas,
mine, although halogen bulbs can
Wipac, Notec, Butlers,
be used and quartz iodine bulbs were
and Raydyot lamps were available to
available then as they are now. It was
them, they chose these and I did as
customary to protect headlamps from
well to compliment the Lucas headdirect rock hits by stone guards, and
lamps. Should you choose to fit Lucas
the Works used the famous Perspex
WLR or WFT series lighting to the
cowlings, C-AJJ 3307, on their Sebring
grille of your MGB rather than drill
cars. I had an original set I obtained
mounting holes through your front
from Neal Satur, also from Sheffield
bumper for stem mounted units, you
on the car prior to the accident. I will
must use a larger support washer to
use a clear flexible domed cover from
the back of the grille or the aluminum
HPL Plastics that were available from
slats will fatigue over time from the
shear weight of the lamps. A
larger washer was offered by
BMC than the one supplied
with these lamps (fitting kitsBMC Part Number BHA4409).
Larger carriage washers are
available or you can machine
a larger back washer from aluminum. Marchal also made
wonderful headlamps and fog
and spotlights and were availGrill Assembly. Note period national SCCA and NC
able here in the States during
region badges. Amber fog 576 Lucas lamps.
the 1960’s and ‘70’s.
MGB DRIVER
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Les Leston, Lucas Red, and later Lucas Q
lamp covers
Kjell Qvalle bonnet straps
Robert Rushing’s article in the
MGB Driver Volume 13, Number 3,
May/June 2003, does a wonderful job
of outlining correct installation with a
relay and inline fuse in the wiring of
fog lights as they put quite a drain on
the electrical system when installed,
especially in tandem with other rally
components. Fog and driving lamps
were protected when not in use by padded lens covers, three styles of which
are pictured. Mesh wire stone guards
were also available. Stem mounted
lamps were often turned around so the
backs faced forward during competition when not in use. In Britain larger
reversing lamps were often fitted, and
since this is a MK II MGB with two
lamps as original, none are added.
On the MK II Sebring competition cars
such as the lightweight bodied GT-S
MBL546E and RMO699F used one
WLR576 back mounted reverse light
mounted in the MK II reverse light
mounting hole and on the right side
retained the factory reverse light.
The Factory Competitions Department at Abingdon often used bonnet
straps to secure the bonnet during
competition. These were made locally
near or in Abingdon but offered as a
Competition Special Tuning Part Number C-5519. One was fitted to the grille
right of center on the Works MGBs.
Kjell Qvalle, the West Coast MGB
distributor, also offered bonnet straps,
of which a set of four are pictured.
Les Leston also offered essentially the
same style straps during the time.
MGB DRIVER
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Wheels and Tires

My car was one of the last MGBs
to be fitted with Dunlop disk wheels
with chrome hubcaps as standard
equipment in 1969 prior to the Leyland
takeover of BMC. These were restored
with a vintage Avon Turbosteel on
the spare and later production Avon
Turbosteels at the corners. When Tech
Del acquired Minilite in the 1990’s, I
was able to obtain a set of their wheels
for rallying from Sports and Classics
in Darien, Connecticut in 1998. These
have been painted using period paint
codes from an old NAPA paint formulary in hardened enamel to Old English White, BMC Number WT-3. These
will be shod with current production
Dunlop SP 40’s or one of Michelin’s
X series tires offered by Coker Tire in
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
The Works Hardtop is painted in
the same color, and the car in GN-29
or Dark British Racing Green. Since

Dunlop steel disc wheels correct up to mid1969
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Works Hardtop
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BMC hubcaps used with Dunlop steel
wheels.
Minilite lugs are smaller in size than
the original factory disk wheel lugs, a
separate period lug wrench was found
stateside and restored for both the boot
jack bag and tool roll that was also
built up of period British tools, since
the only tools supplied with the car
were a spark plug tube spanner and
Tommy bar, King Dick jack, and hub
cap tool.

When I purchased the car from
Carl Cason in 1980, it was fitted with
a Works Competition Hardtop, BMC
Part Number AHA 7151 that came
primed from the factory in 1969 or was
painted black. Mine is a very early example as it was fitted with chrome top
to windscreen latches and latch locks,
and was painted Old English White.
The side windows are Perspex and
have the word PERSPEX hot stamped
into the Plexiglas at the lower leading
edge. They are framed in aluminum
with a rubber body to frame seal and
a grey wool moquette fuzzy door seal
was used to seal the roadster door
glass. I added a period Koni and an
SCCA decal to the side window. The
side window frames were bolted into
the soft top frame bow sockets using
brackets, one per side, and the rear of
the top were bracketed into the rear
soft top retainers on the scuttle behind
the cockpit. The top itself is a double
walled fiberglass with a matted and
white interior finish and smooth gel
coat outer finish. Because of the double
walled construction, a roof-mounted
spotlight could not be fitted. Wood and
Burrell in their “MGB: The Illustrated
History” source the hardtop to Denis Ferranti Laminations of Bangor,
North Wales, which was available as
an option throughout the entire MGB
production run. Charles Runyan,

proprietor of The Roadster Factory in
Armagh, Pennsylvania, details in their
MGB, MGB-GT Glove Box Companion 2006-2007 page 244 that he was
trained by Watsonian Squire in England in MGB hardtop assembly and
that they also manufactured hardtops
for the factory.

Rear Gasoline Filler Cap
and Rear Brake Lights

I have restored the original gas
filler neck and cap as well as an
original Enots Monza cap as a period
accessory and preferred looks, not to
mention that the cap itself is hinged to
the base so it cannot be lost during a
quick refill stop that might be necessary on longer rallies. For you purists
out there, the practice of restoring both
the original bits as well as the rally accessories was done should I ever revert
the car back to bone stock. This has
been the case for steering wheels, disk
wheels, Coopers pots, valve covers, and
seat belts to mention a few things. I
drew the line at smog equipment, but
probably one day will restore them as
well. The rear brake lights are retained
and unmodified.

Under Bonnet Engine Bits
and Ancillaries

The HS6 SU carburetors that were
mentioned earlier have now been
correctly plumbed with NOS Petroflex
hoses to directly bolt up to the head

Rear View Mirrors – Exterior

In 1969, BMC offered North
American market cars a Tex driver’s
rear view mirror and a batwing or
boomerang style fender mirror that
mounted well forward on the passenger side fender and were supplied by
Desmo, Wingard, and Magnatex. My
choice was to retain these as they are a
hallmark for that year production and
I liked them. Bullet style mirrors were
widely fitted during the period and I
also have a set of Les Leston Walpres
mirrors. Walpres made the famous Les
Leston steering wheels in Birmingham,
England.
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MGB Rally Gear8: Minilites painted Old
English White to match works hardtop.
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Enots Monza filler cap
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Brown & Greeson HS6 rampipes.
when the HS4 SUs are removed. Brown
and Geeson Ram pipes were sourced at
the Beulieu Autojumble in England for
these carburetors, and they will have
Filtron socks over the trumpet throats.
The original HS4 SU carburetors have
also been restored and will also incorporate velocity stacks, in this case a set
of Les Leston’s. When the car was used
during the 1980’s, I experimented with
various air filters, including Stellings
and Hellings, but always returned to a
set of Weiand foam filters from Australia. Around 1980, I purchased an aluminum valve cover from Moss Motors
and found that it significantly reduced
engine tappet noise. I later located the
version that preceded it that utilized
the MGA cloisonné grill badge in center of the cover. The original cast iron
exhaust manifold will be retained, but
the openings will be shaped to fit the
head for improved flow. The exhaust
that will be used is an NOS full-length
Abarth unit from Britanniclassics. A
competition original 15-row oil cooler,
C-ARO 9875 will be used.
I obtained an NOS head from
Dennis Prophet of West Hill, Ontario
who was a member of the Competitions Department in 1959 and helped
field the Works Twin cams at Sebring
before immigrating to Canada to form
his own race and rally company, Reptune. Pictured is the 1953 Sebring MGA
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HS6 Carburetors removed from UK rally car.

Judson Magneto, Lucas Sports Coil, Lucas
Power Coil, and distributor with Lucas
Bumblebee ignition wires
Pictured are a period NOS Judson
Magneto (a gift from Carl Cason)
and a hotrod and hop-up staple of
the period; a red topped Lucas Sports
Coil and Lucas Power Coil. Since the
SCCA rally cars of the period were also
grocery getters and family haulers, a
condenser or spark suppressor for the
radio will be fitted and two types are
pictured, one of which is a Lucas inline
suppressor. Bumblebee wire is otherwise guaranteed to make your radio
buzz with its copper core.
Air horns were a popular accessory and many SCCA and club rally
cars were fitted with them. European
teams always fitted them as a safety
purposed requirement. Maserati Air
horns were sold by Vilem B. Haan,
Moss Motors, and MG Mitten. Pictured
are a set of Marchal horns, replacing
the standard Lucas units.

Interior Modifications

Amco offered several popular accessories, including door scuff plates,
Photos provided by terry brown

with Dennis to the right of the picture
below the Nisonger pit row banner and
Canadian driver Des Bradley to his
immediate right. A spare spark plug
holder will be mounted in the engine
bay and was a popular rally accessory
during the 1950’s and early ‘60’s.
I have built up two distributors,
one stock and one using Mini Cooper S
points. The distributor caps are of the
Lucas side mount variety rather than
the top mount used in 1969, but I have
restored one of those as well, complete
with original green ignition wires
and Champion leads. Wiring is Lucas
Bumblebee with red bakelite Champion sparkplug leads. These leads
had the firing order carved into the
underside by some unsung mechanic
way back when.
Many coils were available to the
rallyist looking for a hotter spark.

lar as these became available together
as a combination in the 1970’s. Ferodo
brake pads will make up an additional
change, and if you have never been in
an MGB collision you are truly blessed
by God. Braking quickly and completely halting forward impetus is a good
thing indeed. Don Ross is trying to get
me to consider a brake servo, and I certainly will if the Ferodos are not up to
snuff. The rear leaf springs remain unmodified, but a handmade Koni rear
shock conversion will be retained, as
it was a tremendous improvement in
handling when I drove the car. Period
NOS Koni’s were located at Sports and
Classics in Connecticut as spares and
the originals will be restored by Koni
North America’s racing division.
When I purchased the car, Carl
Cason had torched out the two battery
boxes and converted the car to a boot
mounted single 12-volt battery, a conversion that is still popular. My battery
was housed in a marine battery case.
For the restoration, the battery boxes
will be repaired and two original Lucas
Everdry batteries will be fitted using
their original helmet head terminals.
Sourcing these bits was akin to finding
the Holy Grail –
let me tell you, as it was common
for many owners to replace them for
the standard American style, bolttightened battery terminal clamps.

Undercarriage
and Suspension Bits

Judson Magneto, Lucas Sports Coil, Lucas
Power Coil, and distributor with Lucas
Bumblebee ignition wires
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MGB V-8 front suspension bushings and a sway bar from an MGB/GT
make up the two suspension changes
on the front of the car and were popuMGB DRIVER
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Koni rear shock kit
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a throttle plate, and threshold plates,
as these were not standard on MGBs
until the following model year and
all helped reduce the general wear on
the interior, especially during a hectic
rally. It’s kind of hard to be dainty to
those new door panels when going like
a fox afire. A vintage chrome choke
cable handle as well as Haan window
cranks will be used, again as part of
my accessory collection and not necessarily for rallying. Since this car represents a typical SCCA or club rally car
of the 1960’s, the radio was retained
and the correct fog light switch added
to the radio console. A full length
Amco center console will be fitted as
it adds two useful gauges – a 60ahm
meter and oil temperature gauge, as
well as a Keinsel clock. Several autocross and rally plaques obtained by
Carl will be mounted and are pictured.
He thought that these were from his
earlier roadster though.
The original hallmark 1969
high-backed seats with their tombstone headrests will be retained. They
are actually comfortable, and were
restored by the Top Shop in Matthews,
North Carolina with their seat faces in
Connolly leather way before kits were
available. Frank Fontaine, who did
the work, was a prime example of not
judging a book by its cover, as he was
found washed up on Gilligan’s Island
or so I was told.
A vintage BMC fire extinguisher,
Part Number 97H 753 will be fitted on
the driver side footwall, but a modern
halon unit will be accessible and hidden under the seat as a concession to
reason.
Although BMC offered a Wypac
magnetic inspection light, a period
Ray-O-Vac Sportsman mounted on
Terry’s clips (which were often used in
the boot to hold a knock-off hammer
in place) will be used and mounted
inside the cockpit for roadside or other
lighting duties. Military or racing lap
belts were very popular accessories
and preferred by many SCCA rallyists and club members. “They will flat
lash your fanny to the seat,” as I was
assured by Tom Bishop when I bought
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AMCO center console with extra gauges.

BMC fire extinguisher.
them at Autosport Gallery. I recertified
the Simpson belts I used in the early
1980’s, but aftermarket belts such as
Hickoks were also popular replacements to the Kangol belts supplied
with the car. Hickok I guess made
seatbelts on Mondays, cuff links on
Tuesdays, and tie clips the rest of the
week. I have restored a set of the correct Kangol Magnet belts for car shows
or should I ever revert the car back to
factory specs.
Gearshift knobs were a matter of
personal taste, but the original round
Bakelite one fits the hand well and
shows the shift pattern. I particularly
like Amco’s chrome gearshift knob
for its looks. I collect period gearshift
knobs, and probably will change them
out ever so often.
Steering wheels then, and now,
are a matter of personal taste and
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availability. The Moto Lita leather
wrapped wheel used on the car during
the 1980’s is hard to beat for comfort, response, and looks. Although
I have restored the original Blumels
and North American Market optional
Personal wood rimmed wheel, I have
restored two other wheels that are
worth comment, both wood rimmed.
The Les Leston wheel was found at
Hershey by Jerry LaBante of Liverpool
Motorworks and is similar in feel to the
Blumels, but the dished Haan wheel
I found in Don Ross’s shop is smaller
in diameter and the rim beefier so it is
easily turned during general driving
situations and rally competition. These
are two features to consider in choosing any steering wheel. Paul Craft in
Dallas, Texas restored the wooden
wheels.
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Gear shift knob selection.
man and stashed them in a fishing
tackle box, but I chose British ones as it
was popular when I began the restoration. British tools, like their American
counterparts, varied greatly according
to owner preference, lack of willpower
or a wife saying no when one entered
Sears, dates of ownership, and factory
provision. The late William Dobbins
located many of the tools when he
was stationed in Norwich, England in
the USAF. Jerry LaBante now has been
invaluable in locating the remainder
of the tools. Various suppliers supplied
BMC with customer and shop service
tools. T. W. Williams and their Superslim open end wrenches or spanners
and crossover style pliers; Dunlop large
strike emblem tire irons; Tecalmet
grease gun; King Dick spanners, lug
wrenches and screw type jack, adjustable spanner, Tommy bar and tube
spanners, spark plug tube spanner,

Rally and Travel Spares

Tools

I chose to find period British tools
to supplement the scant bits supplied
by the factory. American owners during the 1960’s probably would have
tossed them for Snap-On’s or CraftsMGB DRIVER
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(stamped steel plate spanners were
also available and supplied in the
MGA tool roll), Apollo tube spanners;
Lucas distributor key, a later plastic
tire valve stem tool; Champion spark
plug gapping tool, bent wire Phillips
and straight screw drivers, a period
Pozi Drive screw driver; a steel plate
hubcap tool; a Fuller pair of needle
nose pliers that was my father’s and
available stateside but English made;
and a Melco universal brake wrench
comprise my tool roll.
As a disclaimer to my choices
and attacks by diehard British tool
gurus – these were available in the
late 1960’s and the majority was NOT
supplied by BMC to the MGB owner
upon purchase. I will need a Snail
Brand or Shelley ball peen hammer
to complete the roll, and if you have a
nice one, send it on! An upholsterer in
New Zealand made the oiled canvas
tool roll, and sadly to say it is no longer available as it is a great job indeed.
The jack that came with the car was a
GREEN King Dick. I also have located
an NOS red Shelley jack for the car.
Aside from the tools in the roll, a tire
pressure gauge, battery filler bottle, ice
scrapers, and jumper cables were carried and used for general use.
SCCA rally regulations in the late
1960’s required a first aid kit and flares
to be carried in national events. Other
useful items for winter rallies included
a snow shovel and collapsible safety
triangle, as well as a towrope.

Vintage tool roll, bag was sourced from
New Zealand
MGB DRIVER
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Both European rally teams and
SCCA or club rallyists carried spares. If
a car broke down in Yugoslavia, it was
repaired there if possible by onboard
spares or by a service “barge” loaded
with virtually anything needed to
return the car to competition, or taken
to a local shop for more extensive
work. If a car broke down on a club or
SCCA event, the driver and his navigator with the help of any good Samaritan participant or passerby hopefully
could made repairs roadside or at a
nearby service station. Bubba at that
49

Other Important Items

Most owners carried their factorysupplied handbook in the glove box or
map cubby in the case of early MK II
MGBs. A dealer addressograph plate
was also carried, and possibly an MG
dealer and service supplier listing for
North America might be also found. A
spare key was supplied by the factory
mounted on the driver’s side of the
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A Limited Occasion!

John Twist’s Summer Extravaganza
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service station would then exclaim
that he never had seen one of them
“furen jobs,” and asked what those two
contraptions on the right side of that
“enjine” was in utter confoundment.
That is when your spares kit comes
into play. My spares are organized in
vintage Kordite freezer containers with
its contents Dymo labeled on the lids
as was popular at the time. Containers group spares types, such as spare
bulbs and electrical bits and tape with
alligator clip testers; distributor related
spares; tire lugs, trunions, and hose
clamps; and a heavy one with various
screws, nuts, bolts, and washers. One
has a brake bleeding tin, valve lapping paste, and baling wire. The last
contains fuel pump hose fittings and
parts. These are housed in six containers behind the driver’s seat for easy
access, and being short of leg, there is
room. A spare Lucas 16ACR alternator,
starter, and fuel pump will be wrapped
in old towels on the floor, along with
an NOS fan belt and radiator hoses.
Dave Dubois’ article in the MGB
Driver, Volume 17, number 4, has
caused a rethinking of the fuel pump
roadside repair dilemma, so I may
augment my original points type SU
fuel pump with a vintage electric AC
universal pump that was available to
the rallyist in the late-1960’s should
I be able to snag one. My car is not
garage jewelry, my wife and I have
many plans for long distance touring
as well as vintage rallying, and we are
not inclined to enjoy the underside or
bonnet of a stopped dead MGB in the
most pristine of settings.
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Rally spares, just need to add some hoses
and a fuel pump
Smith’s heater box, and often removed
by the owner and placed in another
location if needed.
Extra pencils could be stored in the
Amco armrest, and area maps were
also carried. I have mentioned that a
first aid kit was required by the SCCA
in their events. Sunglasses, church
key bottle or oil can openers, cigarette
lighters, seat cushions perhaps, and
of course a thermos or cooler was on
board. The driver may have used driving gloves, and if your passenger is like
my wife, she owns stock in Kimberly
Clark Kleenexes and has a box close
at hand at all times. A litter bag may
have been hanging from the window
crank for that very reason.
A Kodak Instamatic camera was
popular to record events and scenes at
the beginning of the rally prior to its
start and at the end. Certainly an oil
can would be carried in the boot. If
you were around in the middle to late
sixties, all males who were breathing
or cognizant of styles back then wore a
nylon zippered wind breaker that was
either red, green, royal blue, or navy
blue, and if one was of the automotive
persuasion, had a racing stripe from
the shoulder to the waistline. Sponsor
or club patches could be sewn to the
front or back as well as the shoulders.
Shown is one that might have been
worn by hard-core SCCA rallyists from
the South.
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By Ken Smith
MGB Registrar

W

hat a change! No trudging
around the field trying to
decide the best in class in
the car show – because there wasn’t a
show to be judged! Just row after row
of lovely MGs sitting in the Michigan
sunshine, all arrayed in rows by color.
Of course, the front row was looking a little dark as the featured black
Limited Edition MGBs took pride of
place, but then a panoply of reds,
whites, blues, yellows (even a section
for “earth” colored cars – Tundra,
Harvest Gold, Limeflower, Russett
Brown) spread out across the familiar
acres of Douglas Walker Park. More
than 250 Abingdon classics assembled,
supported by numerous vendors. Valve
cover racing took place and the whole
atmosphere was like a giant family
picnic.
However, back to the “Dark Side!”
Nearly 30 Limited Edition MGBs attended as they were the featured model
for this year’s University Motors event.
Several were bought and sold at the
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meeting, their new owners being able
to enjoy a “talking tour” of the L.E. by
a chap who seemed to know what he
was talking about! Later that evening
a reception was held for the Limited
Edition aficionados during which
“war” stories were exchanged on the
highs and lows of owning one of the
last MGBs to leave Abingdon. Stimulating (and sometimes controversial!)
conversation followed, which continued well into the night in the Hilton
Hotel car park.
The banquet was addressed by
yours truly whose theme was looking
back at past U.M. events – and looking
forward to may more, hoping to generate some ideas, to get some young new
blood into the MG movement we all
enjoy and love.
A great event and it was a delight
to meet so many friends, old and new
who we’ve known over the past quarter
of a century. Finally, I feel very old
when I see the kids who I used to push
into the pool at the Hilton, all those
years ago, have grown into beautiful
young ladies and very smart young
men. A credit to their MG loving parents. Long may they prosper!
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University Motors
Maintenance Course
Photos provided by steve sharpe

John Twist, doing a seminar on the inner workings of an MGB engine.
By Steve Sharpe
MG Car Club - Washington DC Centre

A

t the MG Car Club DC Centre’s
January Awards Banquet, I said
I wouldn’t be able to make the
February drive because I would be
at University Motors for John Twist’s
weekend MGB Maintenance Course.
Of course that was followed by, “Then
how about contributing an article to
the newsletter?” It was hard to beg off.
I had attended his seminar in 1990
after completing a minor renovation
and paint job on my 75 roadster and
buying a 72 GT for a daily driver. At
that time I needed to address daily use
maintenance and knew that I could
not afford to pay for someone else to
do it. This winter, 17 years later, I am
about to fine tune an engine I rebuilt
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for my GT and am ready to put my
Roadster back together after a paint
job. It was time to get a refresher
course.
I can’t possibly cover the actual
content to any significant degree in a
short article, the Technical Book for
the course is about an inch thick alone
(more on that later…), so I’ll just wet
your interest with a little on the “How”
and a couple of “Whats” about the
course.

The How

The initial reaction to going to
Michigan, in my case from Baltimore,
for a weekend in February (that alone
sounds chancy) for a 3-day technical
course is that it would cost too much.
Just how much is “too much” will vary
from person to person, but it can be
done for less than you think. In 1990
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I drove my GT there in 10-11 hours
of driving and an overnight in each
direction. This time I used frequent
flier miles and got a roundtrip for $60.
Lodging was cheap with a $39 room
at the Excel Inn near the airport (with
free continental breakfast), and I even
splurged $17 a day for a car rental
(you can arrange free rides with other
attendees). Add $325 for the Seminar
and it all came to less than $600.
Again, what is “too much” is up to
you, but for most DIY guys, the content
that was covered was worth more than
that.

John Twist’s workshop is your classroom.

The What

The course was broken down into
three main parts for the three days.
Friday was “The Complete Lubrication”. This included not just an oil
change and joint lube as the name
implies, but it is really an inspection
and adjustment/cleaning of virtually
every system in the car (39 line items!),
including dampers, springs, wheels/
tyres, brakes, differential, suspension
and wheel bearings, steering, cooling
system, electrics, and lights. One line
item for example was: FRONT WHEEL
BEARINGS – Remove pads; Inspect
hub and float; Grease outer bearings;
Adjust hub end float.
For each topic, John covered how
the system works, what to look for,
how to test, what the frequent failures
are, showed the inspection on a car
in the shop, and passed around good
and bad parts. This whole service of
the whole car is not needed every year,
but if you do it all, there should be no
reason for your car to get stuck in the
middle of nowhere from an unexpected problem. After ending at five and
going back to our rooms to freshen up,
we all went out to dinner and discussed general topics for a few hours.
Saturday was generally the “Complete MGB Tune-Up”. This also went
well beyond the usual setting of the
timing and the mixture, fully covering an in-depth 28-step process from
Test Drive to Test Drive that really
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University Motors

John Twist’s complete detail mechanical
explanations in how things work.
optimizes your engine’s performance.
It included an explanation of how
each system operated with hands-on
inspection of the parts such as camshafts, distributors, fuel pumps, heads,
etc. and a demonstration of the entire
process on a customer’s car. That night
John hosted a banquet followed by a
talk on British standards, recommended publications, and showing a few
videos including a silent era motion
picture tour of the 1920’s MG factory,
a slide show for dealers from the 70’s
B, and a fun video from New Zealand
featuring a few MG club members,
contrasting 8mm film of them in the
60’s thrashing their cars on hillclimbs
and dirt road rallies with the more
sedate videos of today’s gatherings.
On Sunday morning we finished
up the Tune-up and discussed tools
and electrical systems. We agreed
amongst ourselves to take his list of
recommended tools home and present it to our spouses as required for
MG ownership and mandatory for our
“MGineer Degree” from the weekend.
The electrical systems talk took a lot
of the mystery out of the systems,
debunked the curse of the Prince of
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Darkness, and gave confidence to track
down the source of electrical problems and solve them. John ended the
weekend with his trademark “Fastest
U-Joint in the World” demonstration.
Then I was able to leave early enough
to make a 5:00 pm flight back to Baltimore.

What you take Home

In many job-related training
courses I’ve seen the phrase “Take
Home Value” to indicate something
tangible to use at your job after the
course. For this course, besides all the
good, really applicable training, you
get a copy of John Twist’s Annual
Technical Book. It has twenty-four
articles he wrote for Sport and GT Market magazine, nine articles from MG
Magazine, and four from Abingdon
Classics; that’s eighty-two pages so far.
He then has forty-four pages on Engine
and Exhaust, eight pages on Ignition,
nineteen on Gearboxes, sixteen on Fuel
systems, and a lot more with twentysix sections in all. The articles go into
systems and repair methods in much
more depth than the owner’s manual
or Haynes does. With it as reference
and the knowledge from the course to

put perspective on it, a lot of mystery
is taken out of how the car works and
how to keep it on the road (You can
order the manual from John through
the website).
I’d highly suggest the course to
anyone that does their own work but
isn’t a full time mechanic; anyone that
doesn’t do their own work, but wants
a feel for what’s going on in the car; or
someone who just wants to be able to
understand their mechanic when he
comes with their “absolutely have to
have fixed” list. I couldn’t talk my wife
Tina into attending, but I’d recommend it to any female owners or MG
widows, or as an excellent father-son
(or daughter) weekend if your kid is just
starting to get interested as one pair of
attendees was. Go with a friend and
split the cost of the room and the car.
If you are interested, go to the website
www.universitymotorsltd.com, click on
“Events” and download the flyer from
this year. Every February John has this
and several other courses on Engine
Rebuild, Gearbox Rebuild, Sheet Metal
Restoration, T & A Restoration (that’s
MGT and MGA of course), and Carburetor & Distributor Rebuilds; some are
lectures and some are for rebuilding
your units.

The 2008 University Motors Technical
Seminar Schedule

Feb 6-7 (Wed-Thu): MGA Engine Rebuild
Feb 8-10 (Fri-Sun): MG Technical Seminar
Feb 11-12 (Mon-Tue): MG Gearbox Rebuild
Feb 15-17 (Fri-Sun): TR Technical Seminar
Feb 18-19 (Mon-Tue): Car & Distributor
Rebuild
For More information, contact
John Twist at University Motors. His
phone number is (616) 682-0800 or
you can e-mail him at johntwist@
universitymotorsltd.com.

Ken Smith, John Twist, Jerome Rosenberger at the first NAMGBR AGM, December 1990.
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Dear John,
My local Ford agency stripped the threads
in the oil pan drain hole while changing
the oil. To correct this they said they will
install a heli-coil. Will this work and not
leak? It’s a 2000 Ford F150 6-cylinder.
Sincerely,
Ray Masters
Ray,
I rarely receive a non-MG question! If
this were an MG and one had a 1/4
BSP heli-coil available, it would be a
thoroughly acceptable repair. It is the
washer which seals the drain plug on
an MG, not the threads. Good luck
with your Ford.
John,
Hello, I am a 23-year veteran auto body
tech, but new to the MG marque as I am
building a ‘74 RWA Midget for my wife.
She has wanted one since she was eight
years old and we are now in our forties, so
I guess she has waited long enough. Your
“Tech Talk” is my favorite section of the
newsletter!
I read with interest David Price’s letter
about leaf springs, and I believe I had
a similar problem when I reinstalled the
ORIGINAL leaf springs onto my Midget
tub. I believe Mr. Price is saying his car
sits too high, not too low. I also experienced this when I put the original units
back into my (hulled out) shell – sans
interior, drivetrain, and anything that
unbolts. The leaves had taken a set while
out of the car. My solution was to preload
the springs with a pry bar, prior to tightening the rear shackles. The car sits more
normally and with drivetrain etc back in
will sit back down normally.
I am lucky enough to have several veteran
club members nearby, including the
Winner’s Circle, but as far as all of us
knew this was a new problem. Don’t know
whether this feedback is helpful or annoying, but here it is. Thanks for reading.
Ed Mayer
Ed!
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Thanks for the note. While there

4. Other people have speculated that
something in the flywheel/clutch may have
broken free, creating the imbalance to put
the shake in the engine. (Shake is there at
idle with no forward movement of the car)
Thanks in advance for any insight you can
offer.
Best regards,
Jim Marshall

John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
has been an ongoing problem with the
arch, stiffness, and longevity of the
springs coming from England, proper
installation is critical. Those rear
shackles can end up sprung “backwards” and cause the car to sit a mile
high!
Hello John,
I have a stock 1971 MGB that appears to
have jumped a tooth on the timing chain.
The engine will start and run but has a
pretty bad shake in it (no knocks) and is
down on power.
I was pulling away from a light when there
was a “ba-bing” noise (sounded more like
a spring breaking?) and the roughness
shake was immediately apparent. I drove
the car home and checked the timing. The
timing light showed that it had retarded
itself about 20 degrees (no marks on that
side to be exact) so I put it back to 14
degrees by the light. The distributor wasn’t
loose and the dwell on the points was correct before and after whatever happened
to move the timing.
My multiple questions are:
1. Have you ever heard of a double row
chain jumping? (Crude check of the slop
in the timing chain shows about 12-degrees of slop without the motor running
- assumption that the tensioner isn’t
pressurized when turning the engine with
a ratchet,,,)
2. Is the crank pulley a solid steel piece
or a harmonic balancer that may have
slipped?
3. Is it easier to raise the engine up to get
the crank pulley off or is it smarter to drop
the steering rack?
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Jim,
In my nearly forty years of servicing
MGs, I’ve yet to see a timing chain slip,
so I doubt that is the problem. There
is a method for checking cam timing:
Set the #1 inlet valve to 0.060” instead
of the normal 0.015”. Roll the engine
over, by hand, slipping a piece of paper between the valve and the rocker.
When the timing mark hits TDC, the
rocker should “just” grab the paper.
Don’t forget to reset the clearance.
Check the compression. If it IS a tooth
off, the engine simply won’t run well
at all, if at all. Let me know what you
find!
John,
Our 1980 B won’t start. It has gas and
the fuel pump works fine. It has compression and good spark. We had the choke
fixed and it ran good for two weeks. Now
it will turn over but no fire whatsoever. Any
hints?
Thanks,
Davie Looman
Davie,
You have to have gasoline and you
have to have spark. Remove the fuel
line from the carb, place it into a bottle
or can, turn on the ignition – the fuel
pump should deliver one pint per
minute.
Remove one of the spark plug wires,
push it onto the shank of a Phillips
screwdriver, hold the shank close to the
coil, the block, the dipstick, whatever
– have your associate spin over the
engine – you should get a nice, crisp,
blue spark about 1/4” long.
Change the spark plugs. Use Champion #415 which is a RN9YC gapped at
0.035”. Still won’t run? Let me know
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and we’ll go through the next set of
conditions -- carb problems.
Watch my YouTube video about the
late model Stromberg and evaporative
control system. Hope this helps!
Dear John,
Jonathan Stein, Kory Felker, and Glenn Arlt
of Hagerty Insurance gave me your name
and suggested I contact you regarding
locating and purchasing an MGB. I’m
looking for a restored 1967-1969 MGB
roadster in excellent condition. I live in the
Metro Detroit area and plan to attend this
Sunday’s Freedom Hill British Car Show to
see what may be available there as well.
Any help you can provide will be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks,
Larry Perkins
Larry,
Thanks for your note. These are my
six rules for purchasing an MG:
1. Look at six before you buy one.
2. Buy the very nicest (most expensive)
one you can – it’s less expensive in the
long run.
3. Avoid rust. Rust is your greatest
enemy.
4. Buy the one you want! Don’t settle
for colors or options you don’t want.
5. Have the MG you finally decide to
purchase checked out BEFORE you buy
it.
6. Take your time. Haste makes waste.
We have a board of cars for sale here
– come up and visit our facility!
John,
I talked with you on 9/5/07 and had to cut
short our talk. I told you that my 74 MGB
can not keep its balance and after a high
rev the balance ball in the front SU drops
to the bottom of my balance tool; and that
the idle mixture is leaned out all the way
in both carbs. If I get it running somewhat
smooth, then take it down the road the
RPM goes high (around 2500 and climbing) and stays high, as if the throttle was
stuck.   I can not keep a balance, or idle
rpm’s, or even the idle mixture set right.
(It’s running rich) This is what I have done
trying to correct the problem:
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1. Rebuilt the head
2. Set the valve clearance
3. Timed the engine
4. New plugs and points plus gapping
5. Checked for vacuum leaks around
intake manifold and all vacuum lines with
both propane and oil
6. Cleaned the SU with mineral spirits, and
soap /water
7. Blew out all passageways
8. Replaced all gaskets and O rings
9. Re-bushed the throttle
10. Replaced the throttle shaft     (old
throttle shaft and bushings were bad)
11. Soldered the spring shut on throttle
plates
12. Made sure throttle plate closed correctly
13. Checked and made sure no throttle
linkage was binding
14. Made sure float was not leaking and
set a correct level
Outside of the starter valve what else do
you think might be causing my problem?
Thanks,
John
John,
Make sure your timing is set correctly.
There are three methods: static timing
– set the points to open at about 4degrees AFTER top dead center (your
distributor has an 18 degree cam (36
crank degrees); idle timing – set it at
15-degrees BTDC at 1500, vacuum
disconnected; maximum timing – set
it at 32-egrees BTDC at about 4500
rpm, vacuum disconnected. The last
method is the best. But this DOES NOT
explain the problems you’re having
with the idle.
The only reason the car runs at one
speed or another is from the amount of
air/fuel mixture entering the cylinders. Timing, mixture adjustment,
valve adjustment, or coil wire – these
all do not figure into this at all. So,
your erratic idle must have to do with
mechanical interference (not enough
end float on your interconnecting linkages), or some sort of air leak, either at
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the throttle disc (a problem with your
soldering or disc alignment), or with
a vacuum leak between the carbs and
manifold.
We use spray carburetor cleaner
between the head and manifold,
manifold and heat shield, heat shield
and spacer blocks, spacer blocks and
carbs to find air leaks. We also train
the carb cleaner spray at the ends of
the shafts on the carbs and around the
fittings on the manifold.
Something in the above is your problem. Look again and give me a call
during technical hour!
Hi John,
I have a quick question for you concerning
my 1969 MGB. Can the SU fuel pump be
mounted up front on the firewall the same
as a MG-TD. I realize that some pumps
push better than they pull.
Thanks and regards,
Van Gould
Van,
The pump can be mounted there and
will work, but it is designed to push
more than pull, so it’s better to mount
it in the proper location.
John,
I finally got around to checking my MG for
the idling problem I talked to you about at
the summer party.  You suggested it may
be a vacuum leak. After checking I found
a leak in the intake manifold at the front
carb. Great call John.  I really appreciate
your help.
Thanks
Tom Boes
P.S. - I had a great time at the summer
party.
Tom,
Glad you found the problem!
Reminder: John Twist will be
pleased to answer your technical query
by phone. The technical hour is 1-2pm
EST, Monday through Friday. (616)
682-0800 or you can e-mail him at
johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com.
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Registrars of the NAMGBR
MGB Registrar
MGB Limited Edition Registrar
1967 MGB/GT Special Registrar
Ken Smith
P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906
kensca@cox.net

Midget Registrar
D Zimmerman
811 S. DePeyster St., Kent, OH 44240
(330) 678-9394
mg-rootes@sbcglobal.net

Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins
2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith
5 Willow Lane
Farmington, CT 06032
(860) 674 1179

1974½ MGB Registrar
Ken Smith
P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906
kensca@cox.net

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Dan Masters
P.O. Box 6430
Maryville, TN 37802
(865)982-9373
DANMAS@aol.com

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Bill Barge
930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703
(260) 665-6476
brgmgb@aol.com

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Scott Williams
501 N.E. Emmett St.
Topeka, KS 66616
(785) 234-8101
oldertech@cox.net

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com
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For the true MGB enthusiast
as well as the curious dabbler
into the world of vintage
Morris Garage. Now you can
have all the complete early
issues of the MGB Driver on
your computer.
These 1991-2000 issues,
many of which are no longer
available in print, contain
valuable and informative
technical articles. Articles
by MG authorities like Bob
Mason and John Twist and
Send credit card numbers with
expiration date or checks payable to:

NAMGBR - Back Issue CD
PO Box 55
Whittington, IL 62897-0055

other MGB experts as well as
our own member amateurs.
Included are historical
articles by David Knowles,
Wilson McComb, and Ken
Smith. Plus all the original
serialized version of “Aspects
of Abington.”.Enjoy the
quizzes, trivia, humor,
restoration information and
all the other entertaining and
informative advice you can’t
get anywhere else!
In PDF format, for Mac or PC.

Only $30
for NAMGBR members
$60 for non-members.

Includes shipping US & Canada only.

Our Valued Supporters

Get the first 10 Years
of the MGB Driver
on 2 CDs!

Our Valued Supporters

Our Valued Supporters

Our Valued Supporters

Our Valued Supporters

Where 2 ‘B

Sell • Seek • Swap!

Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

The Marketplace of the North American MGB Register

Ads in this section are FREE to individual MGB Register members in good standing — please,
no business or commercial ads. Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing.
Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see
inside front cover.) Ads will be run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right
to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE
1980 MGB – Greet Metallic/Beige. Luggage
rack, Panasport wheels, dual carbs, LE front
spoiler, fog lamps; excellent car that needs
a good home; Over $10K invested, asking
$6000. Steve Taylor, taylor672@aol.com
NC
070807
1970 MGB –Red/Black; restored to great condition. This car has split chrome bumpers, wire
wheels, overdrive and more. The interior has
no tears and the car comes with an optional
roll bar. (816) 304-7225. Greg Callahan, gcallahan@cbiz.com
		
070807
1974½ MGB/GT - Gotta’ sell, gettin’ too old,
besides, I gotta’ move.  Two reasons,
therefore, for me to sell.  74 MGB/GT,
technically, a 74 1/2, what with the rubber
bumpers.  Good condition - not perfect - but
still quite good!   Talkin’ 5 grand.  Interested
enuff to dicker, contact me at (615) 662-8679
or e-mail me at werner@acelink.net TN 050607
1974 MGB and 1972 Midget – both parts cars
that are 90% complete. No keys or titles to
either car. Contact Steve at (573) 529-3061.
MO				
091007
1978 MGB – Russet brown/Beige; 18,600
original miles and in family since new; Great
condition throughout; Webber carburetor;
new alloy wheels and tires. Contact Fred,
(813) 925-8565 or fhumberstone@verizon.net
FL 				
091007
New black fiberglass trike motorcycle trailer,
perfect for MG; follows directly in car tracks
– only $1950. Contact Joe Lamando (302)
329-9177 or (610) 310-4571 DE
111207

WANTED
“Amco” Center Console –to suit Mk I MGB ’6367 with 3-synchro transmission tunnels.
This type fits from speaker enclosure back
to rear of tunnel. Has arm rest, lighter, and
rear speaker. I can arrange a US address
for delivery. Joe Carroll (604) 988-2497 or
mcarroll@vcn.bc.ca BC		
070807
MGB/GT C-Pillar Covers – the two headliner/cpillar covers for a MGB/GT. I don’t mind
stains or tears as long as backing boards
are in good shape and they are in one piece.
Contact Robert Rushing at (314) 614-4671 or
mgslime@swbell.net MO		
091007

Selling or Buying a MG?

Selling or Buying a MG? Why not take advantage of
NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds on our website
at www.NAMGBR.org/classified? There are lots of ads
for all kinds of MGs and parts. It’s a great way to find
or sell that hard to find part or that next project.

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the
MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or email mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2007
◊ Nov 3 – Brits & Battleship Car Show, Wilmington, NC • www.bmccf.org
◊ Nov 8-10 – Fall GOF, McKinney, TX; www.tmgr.org • jnandagbrown@sbcglobal.net
◊ Nov 18 – MG Parts Exchange, Fullerton, CA; www.vintagemg.com

2008
Ω April 11-13 – GOF South, Silver Springs, FL; www.britishcarclub.net

PARTS FOR SALE
Rare MG Books – Ken Smith has been given
a selection of MG books: MG: The Sportscar
America Loved First, Classic MG Yearbook
1973, MG International 1974, and MG World
1975 all by Richard Knudson; two copies of
the Haynes MGB workshop manual; two
copies of MG by Wilson McComb; Sprite &
Midget Super Profile; Haynes Sprite & Midget
workshop manual; and the InterEurope MGB
Manual. The first person to send him a check
for $100 made out to the Lance Armstrong
Foundation will get the books and he’ll pay
to ship them to you.
111207

Ω April 19-20 – Missouri Endurance Rally, St Louis, MO • www.stlouismgclub.com
Ω June 10 – British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA • (610) 847-5988
• www.keystonemg.com

Ω June 26-29 – Spridget Golden Anniversary, Osage Beach, MO • www.sprite-midgetclub.org
Ω June 26-29 – MG

2008 – Valley Forge, PA • www.mg2008.com

1979 MGB Parts – Flywheel, intake/exhaust
manifolds, rear shock absorbers, catalytic
converter, air cleaners, side clearance
lights, luggage rack, electronic distributors
(conversions); reasonable prices. William
Lane (209) 962-4355 CA		
111207
MGB Limited Edition Steering Wheel, like
new – asking $100. Geoff Wheatley at
MdgiGeoffrey@aol.com   NY		

111207

SERVICES OFFERED
MG Service and Restoration!
Drive, tow, or ship your MG to University Motors for high quality service or repairs. We can
attend to your entire MG or just a single component. Our MGB Complete Lubrication costs
$475. Our brilliantly clean and polished MGB
HS carbs are $575; MGB HIF carbs are $655.
We can attend to your soft top, your chrome,
your engine, or your brakes. I bought my first
MG in 1968, and I’ve been working on MGs
since! John Twist (#0-101), University Motors
Ltd, 6490 Fulton Street East, Ada, MI 49301;
PH: 616 682 0800
or www.UniversityMotorsLtd.com

David Mullen’s Mirage at MG 2007

Photo provided by david mullen
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